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Meet Daniela.
Trail Champ.
Determined yogi.
Wannabe chef.
Conference
expert.
As a runner there’s nothing more exciting than to lace up my sneakers
and start my day running Edmonton’s endless trails. I’ve called Edmonton

home for the last six years, and I love that it’s a big city with a small town feel. I
grew up in Ontario on a dairy farm in Avonmore, eager to explore. With a diploma
in Restaurant and Hotel Management from Algonquin College in hand, I started my
adventure out west.
Edmonton feels real, because it is real and always has been. I would love to talk to
you about hosting your next event here, and how you can discover the authentic
Edmonton experience: Daniela Stucki, Business Development Manager,
Edmonton Tourism. Phone: 780-917-7621 Email: dstucki@edmonton.com
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There’s so much more to the Metro Toronto Convention Centre than meets the eye. Located
in the heart of the city, the Centre is surrounded by endless entertainment options. Inside,
you’ll find flexible, contemporary meeting spaces that accommodate events of any size – from
20 attendees to over 2,000. Even our refreshed and diverse menu is world-class. In fact, every
meal is prepared in-house with locally sourced and sustainable ingredients. Plus, it’s all served
by our award-winning team, who are dedicated to working with you to ensure your event is
a success, every time. Take a closer look at all we have to offer at mtccc.com.

LOOK CLOSER.
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NEWS

DESTINATION

MPI ACQUIRES HMCC
Meeting Professionals
International (MPI) has
purchased the Healthcare
Meeting Compliance
Certificate (HMCC) program
from the International
Medical Meeting
Professionals Association
(IMMPA).

LAS VEGAS UPDATE

BLOG

Les Selby
Industry Insider
“Things I’d Like to
Tell a Rookie”

“The event industry is not static. As the world
changes (politically, socially, and/or economically),
the meetings and incentive industry has to evolve
to stay relevant.”

HOTEL

ALT OPENS IN
GRIFFINTOWN

Listen in on the conversation or better
yet, join in! Follow us on Twitter for the
latest breaking industry news and updates
@MeetingsCanada
8

QUOTABLE

TRAVEL

VIA’S NEW CARS

View and share event photos, ask for advice
from other planners and suppliers or react
to industry headlines on our Facebook page
(facebook.com/MeetingsCanada)

“By failing to make
a clear distinction
between leisure
travel and businessrelated travel, we are
trivializing our role
in global economic
and professional
development…”
“Failure to Distinguish”
by Rod Cameron

Meetings + Incentive Travel,
June.July 2014
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BET TYA NNE SH ERRER
Pushing Boundaries

SIMUOKO FRAYN E
Building a Volunteer Program

KA R E N CO LLACU T T
Ask an Expert

KRYSTA L BABI N
Twentysomething

“A second pair of comfortable
shoes. Flip flops or something easy
to slip on to give the feet a rest
between the needed business.”

“A good old fashion wrist watch!
I love my cellphone but not
every outfit has pockets!”

“Business cards, a sweater, a
happy face and anticipation for
learning and connecting.”

Contact Simuoko at:
sfrayne@bizinfogroup.ca

Contact Karen at:
karen@karencollacutt.com

“I won’t go without a little
research on what the area has to
offer. I like to take advantage of
the great cities I travel to
for work.”

Contact Bettyanne at:
Bettyanne@proplan.ca

Contact Krystal at:
Krystal.Babin@mci-group.com

+AGENDA

event spotlight
Keep on top of professional development and networking opportunities
in the business events community.

August
Site Canada 2014 Golf Tournament
Planners and suppliers are invited
to tee up for fun and networking at Site
Canada’s Sixth Annual Golf Tournament.
This official IncentiveWorks Partner Event
includes a buffet breakfast, BBQ lunch,
prizes and more. Shotgun start at 7:30 a.m.
Transportation available to and from Angus
Glen Golf Club, Markham, Ontario. Title
sponsor is AlliedPRA. Space is limited.
Sign up your foursome (or twosome)
now! sitecanada.org
Canada Rocks! Kick-off your IncentiveWorks experience at the fundraising party of the year! Hosted by MPI
Foundation, Canada Rocks is a can’t miss
event offering fun networking, delectable

f&b and awesome entertainment in one of
Toronto’s hottest venues – all in support
of a great cause. This year’s party is being
held at Sound Academy in Polson Pier.
Suzi McNeil, the Juno-nominated artist first
introduced to the world on the hit TV show
Rockstar: INXS, will be on stage, shaking
up the room and getting everyone on their
feet. Get your ticket now.
meetingscanada.com/incentiveworks
IncentiveWorks 2014
Push your boundaries
at the most innovative edition of IncentiveWorks ever! Join 2,000 of your colleagues
at the country’s leading trade show and
conference for event professionals. IncentiveWorks 2014 offers you face-to-face time
with more than 700 suppliers, great networking opportunities and first-rate industry specific education including CE-credit
sessions. New for 2014: IW Network—find
out what kind of planner you are; Discovery
District—see new event ideas and test your
mental muscle; Spirit Contest—tweet your
IW pics for a chance to win a digital camera.
Find out more online.
meetingscanada/incentiveworks

ADDITIONAL INDUSTRY EVENTS:
AUGUST
++ 2-5 MPI World Education Congress
(WEC), Minneapolis, MN
++ 14 15th Annual MPI Ottawa Golf Day,
Gatineau Golf & Country Club,
Gatineau, QC
++ 22-24 ISES Live, Atlantis, Nassau,
The Bahamas
SEPTEMBER
++ 3-4 HSMAI MEET National, Omni
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, DC
++ 4 1st Annual CSAE Ottawa-Gatineau
Charity Softball Game, RA Centre,
Ottawa, ON
++ 15 CanSPEP Pricing Session,
Kingston, ON
++ 17-19 China Incentives, Business
Travel & Meetings, China National
Convention Centre, Beijing, China
++ 24 Site Canada Chapter Meeting,
Details TBA
FOR MORE INDUSTRY EVENTS, VISIT
MEETINGSCANADA.COM

CanSPEP – Canadian Society of Professional Event Planners, CSAE – Canadian Society of Association Executives; HSMAI – Hospitality, Sales & Marketing Association
International, ISES – International Special Events Society, MPI – Meeting Professionals International, Site Canada – Society of Incentive Travel Executives (Canada)
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+PUBLISHER’SMESSAGE

LOOKING FORWARD
Big change, great opportunities

PHOTO DONNA SANTOS

I’m delighted to have joined the Meetings + Incentive Travel team as publisher. It’s wonderful to be part of a magazine, conference and trade show that
are market leaders in an exciting, vibrant industry.
While my background is in publishing—I have 20 years of media experience—I’m no stranger to the events industry. All my jobs have included being
an active participant in conferences and special events. At Business Information Group, I’ve won two phenomenal incentive travel trips. And one of my
best friends is a corporate planner.
I also have the great fortune of inheriting an experienced, professional
team assembled by my predecessor Sonja Chilcott. IncentiveWorks is helmed
by Robin Paisley, GM extraordinaire. She is assisted by planner Stephanie
Hiltz, who just received MPI Toronto’s New Member of the Year award, and
M+IT associate editor Christine Otsuka, who puts together all the conference
content. Sales are handled by the best of the best: Alanna McQuaid, an incentive travel expert with more than 35 years experience; Cori Canuel, who has a
background in events as well as publishing; and Brian Eastcott, who came to
the magazine from one of the world’s leading show management companies.
And all things editorial are easily taken care of by veteran editor Lori Smith,
associate editor Christine O. and art directors Stephen Ferrie and Cathy Li.
I am excited about the opportunity to work with this great team and deliver new insights, leading ideas and innovative analysis of the industry to you,
our readers, and to our advertisers and sponsor partners.
My other stroke of luck was to join M+IT at such an action-packed time
of year. We are just putting the finishing touches on what we think will be
the best IncentiveWorks ever. I’m looking forward to meeting as many of our
readers and clients as I can over the two days of the conference and trade
show as well as at the off-site events and parties.
Becoming publisher of M+IT is a big change, wonderful opportunity and
stimulating challenge. I’m thrilled to be here!

CHRI STI N E G I OV I S,
PUBLISHER
CGIOVIS@MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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+EDITOR’SCOMMENT

THE NEED TO MEET MORE

COMING NEXT ISSUE
Profiles of 2014’s M+IT Hall of Fame
inductees; a special look at the good
works the industry is involved in; and
destination reports on PEI and Helsinki.

STAY IN THE KNOW

Sign up for our newsletters,
delivered right to your inbox.
Weekly The top five must-read stories
of the week, plus industry blogs and
important dates.
Monthly In case you missed it, we
recap the most-read industry news
of the month.
meetingscanada.com/newsletters

On the first morning of C2MTL (see page
56), I had the opportunity to hear überentrepreneur Tony Hsieh talk about his
work revitalizing downtown Las Vegas and
explain his theory of collisions.
Hsieh, who is best known as the cofounder of Zappos.com, contends that the
potential exchange of ideas is maximized by
planning spaces—in his case, the Zappos office in downtown Vegas—in such a way that
the odds of people “colliding” with new and
different people in the course of their day
increase. More collisions equal more ideas,
which in turn equal more innovation and
greater opportunities to grow business, community and one’s life. Hsieh’s advice: Meet as
many different people as you can.
Listening to him, I was struck by the degree that physical environment, technology
and human nature keep us from encounters
with new people. In any given day, I can go
to work, do errands and go about my routine without meeting one new person. It’s a
simple fact: The easiest thing in the world to
do is not meet anyone new.
But “meeting” is the heart of our industry. So here are my questions for you: How
do you plan a trade show floor to maximize
the possibility of collisions? How do you
get conference attendees to put away their
smartphones and actually talk to someone
they don’t know on a networking break? In
the technology story in this issue (page 42),
you’ll read about “second screens.” Does
having everyone look at their own electronic
device during a presentation enhance connection or is it a further disconnect?
Many of you may not know that Meetings
+ Incentive Travel produces IncentiveWorks

(IW), the country’s largest trade show and
conference for event professionals. This
year’s edition of the show runs August 19 +
20, 2014 at the Metro Toronto Convention
Centre (see preview guide inserted in this
issue), and I know the IW team has been
working hard to find innovative ways to help
show attendees meet more exhibitors and
other attendees.
One initiative we are introducing is IW
Network. It invites attendees to take a preshow quiz to determine what kind of planner
they are, and offers incentives for the different types of planners to “collide” at the show.
By meeting more people, they increase their
odds of finding new ways to improve their
businesses, discover new suppliers, build
new relationships and make their IncentiveWorks’ experience that much richer.
And, if you think you’re already meeting
everyone you need to meet, sit in on Mark
Bowden’s keynote speech on August 19th.
It’ll make you think again.
See you at IncentiveWorks!

LORI SMITH,
EDITOR
LSMITH@MEETINGSCANADA.COM

M+IT EDITORIAL MANDATE Meetings industry and travel publications are often offered free FAM trips, accommodations and gifts.
M+IT magazine only accepts those that will be featured in the magazine or online through editorial content. Destinations are chosen
through reader surveys and market research.
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MPI TORONTO
EDUCATION
CONFERENCE

PHOTO The Image Commission

Before getting into the details of my visit to this year’s edition of
MPI Toronto Education Conference (TEC), I want to share something intangible that I learned. The conference was held June 15-17
at the Hilton Niagara Falls/Fallsview. I arrived a bit early on Sunday and went to see Niagara Falls for the first time. I was blown
away—the rushing water, the feeling in the air. It was a great start
for TEC that’s for sure! Had I not come out of the comfort of my
office, not attended TEC, I wouldn’t have been able to discover
something wondrous. It reminded me of the importance of meeting face-to-face; how an in-person experience is so different to
reading a report or being on the phone. And that’s what I learned
before TEC even began. I felt open to experience what TEC had to
offer and it offered it a lot!

16

The opening keynote by Matt Tenney on “Serve to be Great”
stayed with me for the entire conference. He shared a methodology for being happy with the present moment and therefore
having a stronger ability to make change, serve others, lead and
process information. His presentation kept me grounded throughout the conference and I strived to build relationships, hoping
what I had to offer could help serve the other members around
me. Trevor Lui from the International Centre moderated a panel
focused on generational differences. I was impressed by the professionalism of the panelists considering how different the opinions were across the platform. Their discussion reminded me that
although generational gaps can affect the workplace it is key to
work together and overcome challenges by having open communication. This can be challenging to remember!
The breakouts were energetic and informative. In Michele
Wierzgac’s session—“Winning Support for your Projects & Assignments—we received a handy chart to categorize our influencers.
I found that this formal process ensures nothing will be missed
and can keep me on my game as opposed to filing such details in
the back of my mind. I learned some great ways to get return on
action in David Schenberg’s session on “Emerging Technology.”

PHOTO The Image Commission

PHOTO Thinkstock.com

+WRAPUPS

Ideas he shared included heat-mapping your show floor plan, live
polling from Sli.do and smart survey/form creation to help automate some more tedious processes.
Michael Dominguez’s keynote on the “State of the Industry”
opened my eyes to how venue proposals are calculated by the
economic factors of that time. For example if you want fresh orange juice but there was a frost in the southern United States,
their pricing will be inflated at that time. In this regard, it doesn’t
seem there is true consistency in f&b. On the positive side, Michael
said that the economy has bounced back from the 2008/2009 recession and as a result, more and more face-to-face meetings are
being held. He also pointed out that attendees don’t need meetings or events for content anymore; they need them for context.
Based on the feelings I had seeing Niagara Falls for the first time,
this rung true for me as our industry continues to make face-toface more experiential and about discovery. —STEPHANIE HILTZ
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Two Resort Locations North of Toronto

Two Central Downtown Locations

INSPIRED MEETINGS COME IN ALL SIZES

Four Golf Courses

Treetop Trekking

New Live Entertainment

Expanded Horizons

Fresh Modern Accommodation

Food with Flair

Creative Theme Events

Updated Meeting Venues

Meet Easy. Your Way
Tap into a unique customizable collection of updated venues offering a wide variety of activities including live entertainment,
adventure parks, golf, beach events and more. From city centre meetings in the downtown core to pure adventure just one
hour north in the heart of Horseshoe Valley or waterfront conferences in Muskoka, we have it all!

Make Skyline Hotels & Resorts your one-stop meeting source to access premium properties, multiple master
account credit rewards or special perks with just one RFP!

skylinehotelsandresorts.com/rfp
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MPI PRIX PRESTIGE GALA
SHAKEN NOT STIRRED
You can count on three things when you attend the MPI Ottawa
Prix Prestige Gala.
The first is a great theme, but more importantly, attendees who
are really into the theme! This year’s theme: Release Your Inner
Bond. The men looked dapper in their tuxes and the women were
glammed up in flowing gowns, sequins and classy, fitted tuxes.
The second is a great emcee. Stuntman Stu, a local celebrity
(part of the morning team of Majic 100 as well as the PA announcer for the Ottawa Senators) was the event’s own personal James
Bond for the evening. An emcee can make or break an event, and

Stuntman Stu made the gala great by engaging with the audience
via Twitter.
Last and certainly not least, MPI Ottawa really celebrates the
events community. This year’s winners of Prix Prestige awards are:
PLANNER OF THE YEAR – Claire Fitzpatrick, CMP, CMM
SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR – Francois Brunet
MENTOR OF THE YEAR – Riccarda Galioto
VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR – Lydia Blanchard
RISING STAR OF THE YEAR – Alyssa Bignell
STUDENT OF THE YEAR – Stephanie Wolkowycki
PRESIDENT’S AWARD – Jacques Drury, CMP, CSAE
HONOURARY MEMBER – Peggi Birch, CMP
This year’s Prix Prestige Gala was held May 8, 2014 at the
Canadian Museum of History, Gatineau, Quebec. —CORI-ANN CANUEL

Speakers’ Spotlight
Holiday Party

CAEM Holiday Luncheon

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Meghan Nelson and Tami Adams, Speakers’ Spotlight; Robin Paisley, M+IT, Rosa Andemariam, Speakers’ Spotlight. 2. Adam
van Koeverden, speaker and Olympic medalist; Bruce Philp, speaker and brand strategist; Robin Paisley, M+IT. 3. Alan Patterson, Mendelssohn
Event Logistics; Eleni Papakonstantinou, Metro Toronto Convention Centre.

NEED MEETING SPACE? SPEAKERS?
ENTERTAINMENT?
Over 3,000 meeting industry suppliers have listings
in MEETINGS + INCENTIVE TRAVEL’s searchable,
online buyers’ guide database
ASSOCIATIONS
SERVICE + RENTALS
SPEAKERS, ENTERTAINMENT + STAFFING
TRANSPORTATION
HOTELS, VENUES + CVBS
EVENT RESOURCES
PREMIUMS + GIFT CARDS

Search the Buyers’ Guide online at
The most comprehensive event venue and supplier directory in Canada.

.
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EXPAND YOUR

HORIZON
WINNIPEG IS CANADA’S NEWEST CONVENTION CENTRE
Expansion complete
spring 2016

With more than $2 billion in new developments, Winnipeg is thriving and ready to
welcome your meeting or convention. With a growing convention centre that will soon
boast more than 264,000 sq.ft. of prime meeting space, dynamic new hotels, and
iconic show-stopping venues such as the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights set to open in September 2014,
Winnipeg invites you to join us and
expand your horizon.
To book your next
convention please call
Tourism Winnipeg
1.855.PEG.CITY
(734.2489) or visit
meetingswinnipeg.com

Canadian Museum for Human
Rights, opening September 2014

Winnipeg pg 19.indd 19
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Call Us Now!

(800)-761-1119

www.ccrsolutions.com
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+LEADERSHIP

PUSHING
BOUNDARIES
Getting buy-in to make things happen.
BY BETTYANNE SHERRER, CMP, CMM

It’s time to shake things up! You know the feeling: you’re planning
an event and just know it needs to change. Or, maybe you have
a new idea and need the budget to execute it. It is time to push
some boundaries!
It might be something as simple as “stealing” your CEO’s podium and forcing him or her to try engaging with an audience
when you know it’s outside their comfort zone. It might be as challenging as moving your annual event to a hybrid platform, or completely strategizing and designing an inaugural event. Whatever
your idea may be, you have to figure out how to move forward and
get the buy-in you need. As planners, this can be one of the most
challenging and rewarding aspects of our work.
Leadership, however, is truly showcased in this scenario and
marries top-level understanding of an organization’s mission, vision, objectives and brand story with strategic event design. You
know your idea or the new direction you are considering is the
right choice. Now, you just have to “sell” it. This can be very challenging to a corporate planner with many layers in the approval
process, or an independent working with a new client who is just
establishing his or her potential impact and trust with the client.
However, by pushing these boundaries you truly have the opportunity to establish and/or validate your role as the event expert.
In my 20-plus year career as an independent planner, I have had
to face this challenging scenario many times. Recently, I planned
and produced the inaugural fundraising event for the BEICC (Business Events Industry Coalition of Canada). I knew that success on
many levels would revolve on media engagement. How do you
get four of the top Canadian industry media to play in the same
sandbox? I had to get their buy-in and did.
While every situation is different, success in creating a plan to
get the buy-in you need starts with asking yourself a few questions:

NEW OPPORTUNITIES: What does success look like? Are
there new or increased revenue opportunities or a new way to monetize your offerings? Are there new partnership opportunities?

SITUATION ANALYSIS: What are the current culture,
budget restrictions and resources available? What is working and
what isn’t? What are the barriers you will face in implementing

Events and planner of record for the MPI Foundation Canada and the BEICC.

your plan? Why now? You also have to find out what you can provide that the people you need buy-in from want or need.

ALLIES: Who are your allies or influencers that you can lobby
to sway any challenging personalities involved? Why should they
do it? What’s the benefit to them? Identify those who you need
to influence but also seek to understand why they may challenge
your idea.
ROI: What is the value proposition and potential impact of
your idea? What are the tangible and intangible effects? How is
the experience to be delivered potentially impacting behaviors?
How will you measure it?

Once you have these answers, you can start to create a strategic plan and a blueprint for the event or the event portfolio
showcasing why your new idea or direction should be considered.
While doing your research, seek opinions from trusted colleagues
and especially your industry supplier partners as their wealth of
knowledge can be invaluable. Expect that your idea may undergo
many changes before, during and after you present it. Be flexible,
and ask those whose buy-in you are seeking to also be flexible,
rather than accepting “no” as the answer.
Finally, be brave and push those boundaries! Only by taking
risks, can we achieve success. Let’s face it; we are in the business
of making a difference. In my experience, if you truly believe in
what you are offering, others will as well. Passion is infectious.
—Bettyanne Sherrer, CMP, CMM is the principal of ProPlan Conferences &
She is the M+IT 2013 Hall of Fame Industry Planner inductee.
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+CONVENTIONFILE

MEETING
CHALLENGES

Geoff Donaghy, president of the International
Association of Convention Centres (AIPC),
explains what convention centres are doing—
and have to do—to survive and thrive.
BY GEOFF DONAGHY

Q. WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST ISSUES FACING CONVENTION

CENTRES TODAY?
GEOFF DONAGHY: The biggest challenges centres are facing
world-wide are competition, adaptation and relevance.

Q. WHAT’S THE COMPETITION ISSUE ALL ABOUT?

GD: There has been tremendous growth in the centre product in recent years, through new entries into the market and the renovation
and expansion of existing facilities. The result is that clients have a lot
more choice and centres have to compete harder for their business.

Q. WHAT ABOUT ADAPTATION?

GD: Events today are constantly evolving in terms of formats, technology and delegate expectations, and centres need to be able to
respond to this, often within the constraints of a fixed set of spaces.
The key to success is increasingly an ability to create flexibility in
both facilities and services that can respond to new demands.
At the same time, business practices are also changing rapidly
in ways that create different sets of relationships and approaches
to booking and delivering events. For example, time frames in the
booking cycle have shortened dramatically in some cases and
traditional methods of booking accommodation have shifted in
the face of online alternatives. All these factors impact things like
business projections and market strategies.

Q. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY RELEVANCE?

GD: Eighty per cent of centres today are owned by some level of
government—and governments have been under significant pressures arising from the financial crisis and the economic recession
of recent years. That has put downward pressure on centre revenues at the same time that many governments are challenged in
their own finances, which means that the “pure” economic rationale based on incremental visitor spending often isn’t enough to
justify ongoing investment.
The answer, of course, is that centres aren’t just about generating visitor spending; they’re more about what events can do for a
destination, from creating broad economic impacts to facilitating
knowledge transfer and attracting new investment. This means
centres need to do a much better job of underlining their broader
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role in supporting community development policies and demonstrating how they are helping respond to today’s most urgent government priorities, and many are doing just that.

Q. HOW DO CLIENTS SELECT A DESTINATION TODAY?

GD: Location decisions are the result of a range of factors including both venue and destination matters. If any one of these is not
acceptable it can result in a loss of business, as planners need
the full “package” of features in order for their event to be a success. For the destination, issues such as the quantity and quality
of available accommodation, safety and security, ease of access,
overall cost structure and attractiveness to delegates are most important. Two rapidly emerging factors for centres in recent years
have been technology and connectivity, and the quality of the
experience offered in both the centre itself and the immediately
surrounding area, as many delegates spend the bulk of their time
in and around the facility.

Q. WHERE DO YOU SEE THE MEETINGS BUSINESS HEADING

FROM HERE?
GD: No one knows exactly what the future will bring, but there
are a number of things we can expect just on the basis of where
trends are leading now. First, our business clearly tracks the state
of the economy, so as the latter improves, so will our own business
activity. However, there will be a lot of variability around the world
depending on the differences in rates of economic development.
Secondly, as with most other sectors, our business in the future
will not be the same as in the past. Content, formats and technology will be very different, as will what exactly delegates expect
to get out of their experience, and we will have to learn how to
adapt and respond to these in order to continue to be seen as
a preferred means of interaction. Third, competition will remain
intense. That means everyone needs to work a little harder and
find new ways to distinguish themselves from their competitors.
Finally, we need to respond to the fact that we may be facing
any number of unknowns and be ready for that. This means not
just creating more flexible facilities and services but also adopting
a new attitude toward change as something that is to be expected
rather than avoided.
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The importance of being inauthentic

STANDING OUT
FROM THE CROWD
BY MARK BOWDEN
Here is a challenge: thinking back on all the people you have
passed by today, how many do you actually remember? I would
bet good money that even though you may have crossed paths
with hundreds or even thousands of people today (certainly if, like
me, you have been moving through a bustling metropolis), you
can only remember just one or two new faces, if any at all!
Our primitive brain, a collection of our oldest inherited neural
modules, is designed to stimulate us to approach the most likely
rewards around us and avoid risks to our survival. It is also designed to bring to our attention only to those people who look
like a friend, an enemy or a potential sexual partner. And as for the
rest? Well, the primitive brain simply erases them causing us to
look straight through them.
Nothing wrong with that. It is a great system for only spending
our energy on enacting strategies that balance the most efficient
gain of benefits with the avoidance of risks. But the decision making criteria for our unconscious choices are deeply rooted in some
hard wired, unconscious and impulsive “assumptions” we all share
about what opportunity and what cost most likely look like.
Just as we are judging the people and situations around us
through this primitive lens, people around us are judging us too.
And, just as we are indifferent to the majority of people who communicate to us, they are indifferent to us. We need to stand out
from the crowd in a way that provokes an impulsive response of
“benefit” in the minds of any audience in order for us to stand
the slightest chance of getting our message across, be it one of
leadership or sales.
Can we lean in and communicate in such a way that can trigger
this response in others?
Yes, but our primitive and unconscious choice system is fundamentally designed to keep us in a comfortable place, a step
back from behaving in a way that may mark us out in the crowd.
Choosing behaviors outside of this can feel very uncomfortable.
Notice how, right now you the reader are comfortable enough to
allow your head to occupy the space of this article. Take a look
around you...no risks and no better rewards...reading this feels
quite pleasant because you can be indifferent to your immediate
24

surroundings, including all the other humans in it -- so says the
instinct of your primitive brain.
While we can be happy to feel comfortable enough right now
spending time focused intently on this article, at the same time
what great opportunities are you missing out on by not engaging
with the real live people around you to whom you are impulsively
indifferent? I understand that you don’t feel naturally compelled to
start any kind of significant interaction with them. To go and start
a conversation with any one of them might feel a bit awkward and
unpleasant, if not a little fake or dishonest, particularly as up until
now you have represented yourself in the guise of “showing up”
to focus on reading.
However, if we were to investigate with a more open conscious
curiosity our unconscious choice to discount those others, our gut
feeling would quite likely prove to be shortsighted. This process
though could take time and our primitive decision making equipment likes to make quick, comfortable decisions: ones that take
fractions of a second to get you to a place of satisfaction rather
than minutes or hours, only to find yourself undecided.
So while our impulsive reactions and the knock-on actions we
take align to the goals of our primitive brain to ensure our survival, they can prove unhelpful as we strive to make choices and
draw out of ourselves those counterintuitive behaviours needed
to connect with the people that might participate in helping us to
accomplish some of our bigger goals.
To this extent I am advocating that we all test and question
the assumptions our primitive brain has made to keep us content.
In my talk, I will be examining how we judge everyone around us
unconsciously and by this miss out on some great opportunities.
I’ll be suggesting that being more adaptable and purposeful in
choosing the way we show up with others, rather than falling back
on our more natural intuitive behaviours, could get us closer to
seeing our biggest ideas come to life. I hope you’ll join me.
Mark Bowden is an expert in human behaviour and body language, and the creator of TRUTHPLANE, a communication training company and methodology for
anyone who has to communicate to an audience with impact. truthplane.com
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What does yours look like?

EXECUTION
ENGINE
BY DAVID BARRETT

1995. IT projects were failing miserably. Late, over budget, out of
scope delivery, confused clients, major rebuilds and the list goes on.
1996. Someone wakes up and suggests there must be a solution to our problems. Enter the world of project management,
project planning and project execution. And all the problems of
the world were solved overnight!
Well, not quite. It turns out that a well-oiled project management engine is not the full solution. It turns out that we need to
pay attention to a lot more than just delivering on time, on budget
and within the defined scope. Enter the major and minor stakeholders, the business (or project owners), the resources crossing
numerous parts of the organization and the immediate team we
are working with.
The key to executing our projects goes far beyond what I will
call the “science” of project management and well into the “art” of
project management.
You have just taken on a large corporate group that wants a
five day sales incentive trip delivered next February. Your key contacts are very detailed oriented and have handed you excellent
specs, numbers, distances and more. But guess what? The customer group you were working with really never had the authority
to control everything. And the budget you were handed in the
beginning has to be cut somewhat to answer to a weak second
quarter. And then your key client manager just resigned and when
you thought that nothing else could go wrong, the country you
had selected as the destination just declared Marshall Law!
When we run an organization that delivers a product with so
many moving parts and so many different personalities involved
we need to be ready for anything.
So here is the key message—YOU don’t have to be ready. WE
need to be ready. “We” being our “execution engine.” An engine
that can deliver on time, on budget and within scope, and an engine that can handle any bad news thrown our way. We need an
execution engine that recognizes that our employees are human

beings with a life outside the office. We need an execution engine
that can weather the good and bad days and one that we all love
to work for.
As senior directors/managers, it is incumbent on all of us these
days to create this “engine.”
Let’s look at some of the key ingredients:
+ A solid project management process that is repeatable and that
can be applied to every common initiative coming out of our office.
+ Professional resource(s) that we can count on to implement
these project plans
+ A solid risk management plan—for every project—“What can
make or break this project any within the lifecycle of the project?”
+ A stakeholder analysis for every project—who are all the key
people that we need to keep in touch with, or at least be aware of?
+ A strong internal team: working well together with respect
and having fun.
+ A true picture of the business outcomes: What are we trying
to do here? What are we expected to do. How is success measured?
+ An emergency response mechanism. Not the answers to the
problems but a section of our “engine” that we run to when something goes wrong. Calm, cool and in control.
This is not “THE” list. Typically, each of your execution engines will look different depending on the market you are playing in, the products you are delivering and especially the size of
your organization.
But regardless of any of the variables, you need your own “Execution Engine.” Your clients are demanding it of you, your employees are wishing you had one and your own stress level would love
it if you did.
David Barrett is the national program director for the Project Management
Centre of Excellence at the Schulich Executive Education Centre. He is co-author
of The Power of the Plan: 10 Easy Steps to Managing Everyday Projects and The
Keys to Our Success: Lessons Learned From 25 of Our Best Project Managers.
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Six keys to effective networking.

WILL THEY
REMEMBER YOU
TOMORROW?
BY ROBIN JOHNSTON

Our paths crossed only briefly, over the summer of 2009. But to
this day, I consider Luke one of my best friends. And I know at
least a dozen people who feel the same way—people who have
connected deeply with him in a very short time.
How does he do it? How does Luke make himself so memorable? He forgets about himself.
When Luke’s talking to you, he’s focused 100 per cent on you.
He smiles, he asks questions, he listens with interest—as if whatever
you’re telling him is one of the most interesting things he’s ever heard.
And you know what? He really means it. Luke is genuinely interested in other people and, as a result, people remember him.
They like him. They want to talk to him again.
How can you effectively network like that? Here are six things
that successful people like Luke do.

1.

Make eye contact. You may have heard people say that the
eyes are the window to the soul, and in a lot of ways, this
is true. Eye contact enables you to discern a lot about others, such
as their mood or level of interest in the conversation. Eye contact
also conveys your sincere interest in connecting with this person. Of
course, if held for too long, eye contact can be unnerving.
Smile. Few things serve to make you more memorable
than a genuine smile. A warm smile relaxes people, and
when people are relaxed, they’re more likely to be receptive to
connecting with you. Smiling also boosts your own mood—which,
in turn, makes you even more likeable.
Engage people. Rather than waiting for people to come
to you, take the initiative to approach them and start a
conversation. Introduce yourself, make some small talk, and take it
from there. Granted, most of us are at least slightly nervous when
approaching a stranger. But you can use that to your advantage.
After all, everyone else in the room likely feels the same nervousness. So they’ll be relieved—and impressed—when you are willing
to put yourself out there to meet them.

2.
3.

26

4.

Ask good questions. Instead of asking “yes” or “no”
questions, aim for questions that will elicit longer answers or even a story. For example, rather than simply asking, “Are
you from around here?” try something like this: “Where did you
grow up? What’s it like there? What got you interested in X line
of work?” Those sorts of questions lend themselves to longer responses, thus sparking interesting conversations.
Keep it simple. It’s easy to over-think these kinds of
interactions, worrying about how we’re coming across or
what the other person is thinking of us. And ironically, the more
we worry about it, the more uncomfortable things can become—
both for us and for those we’re talking to. Keep it simple by focusing on one thing: Being genuinely interested in the other person.
Trust me, this goes a long way.
Show kindness. Try to put yourself in the other person’s
shoes. Ask yourself: “If the roles were reversed, how
would I want to be treated?” Likely, you would want the other
person to speak politely, give you his or her undivided attention,
not interrupt while you are talking, and so forth. Follow through
by kindly treating the other person that way, and you are sure to
make a lasting impression.

5.

6.

These six steps are simple but very powerful tools for effective
networking—tools that can help you to become just as memorable
as my good friend, Luke. It all comes down to being genuinely
focused, not on yourself, but on the other person. Give it a try at
the next opportunity, and you too may become the kind of person
who’s unforgettable.
Robin Johnston is the creator and founder of Connect 1st, a company dedicated
to helping business professionals become skillful in the art of connecting with
other people. robin@connect1st.ca
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How to boost conference registration
using social media

BEYOND TWEETS
AND LIKES
BY TOD MAFFIN
Let’s face it—technology, which could completely displace inperson conferences, has been available for years. From Skype to
conference calling to virtual worlds, business can easily be done
without meeting in person and, considering hotel rates and airfares these days, a lot cheaper too.
Conferences still exist because we are social creatures. We
want to look potential vendors in the eyes, size people up by the
way they play golf, and see how they conduct themselves generally. Conferences are social first and business second.
That’s why it’s always baffled me that even some of the biggest
conferences either ignore social media or make the weakest of
efforts at using this powerful technology. You may have heard the
usual advice—make a Facebook page, tweet some links. But if you
really want to increase actual registrations, here are three tactics
you should be using right now.
USE INSTANT-TWEET BUTTONS
Asking your attendees to tweet probably won’t work because,
well, people are lazy. But by using an Instant-Tweet button, you
can pre-load a tweet for them to review and tweet to their followers. Here’s what it might look like:

You can create your own customized conference tweet button
here <https://twitter.com/about/resources/buttons#tweet>. Be sure
to include your conference’s hashtag so you can easily track the
spread of this free promotion!
INSIST SPEAKERS ENGAGE WITH ATTENDEES
BEFORE THE EVENT
I’ve been giving keynote presentations on digital communications
topics like handling online crises, creating a viral marketing campaign and leading Generation Y. One of the reasons conference
organizers tell me they have me back is that I really love to engage
28

with the conference attendees before, during and after the event.
Once I find out the event’s hashtag (you do have a hashtag,
right?…), I tweet a hello and ask people what issues concern them
in their industry or what questions they think I should answer onstage. I answer every single tweet (go ahead—try me @todmaffin)
and even after my keynote I thank people for their comments or
answer more questions.
A LinkedIn group might prove even more helpful, in that it’s a
better forum for longer discussions, rather than just short tweets
(which are limited to 140 characters per tweet). Your speakers
don’t have to be in the group every day—I often will post a question or ask for a local example and then monitor the group periodically for new comments.
Once your speakers begin doing this, word will quickly spread
that your event is accessible, friendly, and open, and they’ll get far
more value than just sitting in a big hotel ballroom.
TARGETED SOCIAL ADVERTISING: TIPS FROM THE PROS
Facebook and LinkedIn both have incredible targeting power—
you can have your ad displayed only to people who work for certain companies and/or have certain job titles. (On LinkedIn, you
can even target by seniority in the industry.) Here are some expert
tips on getting the best bang for your buck:
+ Don’t advertise the conference as a whole. People will attend
primarily because of the knowledge they’ll gain. Make your ads
about your speakers and their specific topics instead.
+ Run multiple versions of the same ad (slightly different images,
or a little bit different text) for a few thousand impressions, then remove the ads that are underperforming against the better ones.
+ Use a photo with a thin (2 pt) red or yellow line around it
(Photoshop calls this a “stroke”) to attract the eye more.
But most of all, the best advice I give our clients is to experiment.
When you see a new platform emerge, try it out. By employing even
one or two new social outreach tactics, you can end up with a much
stronger reach!
Tod Maffin is president of engageQ digital, and one of Canada’s go-to commentators on the impact of accelerated technological change and innovation
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BUILDING A
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
12 tips for getting great help

Whether planning small or large events, developing a volunteer
program helps alleviate the time crunch planners often find themselves in. Fortunately, within the meetings and events industry,
volunteerism is fostered by academic institutions, professional
associations, companies and individuals who understand the importance of generating opportunities for newcomers in the field
to participate and learn. Here are some ideas for developing and
implementing a volunteer program:
UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS: An academic internship program can be a good option for planners who need someone to assist on a project from start to finish and oversee more of
the technical elements that bring the event together. However,
there is a great deal of responsibility that comes with taking on interns in terms of planning, evaluating and development strategies.
On the other hand, if you only require on-site assistance creating a
more temporary volunteer program may make better sense, particularly if the work is straight forward and does not require a a lot
of training or skill to perform.
ROME WASN’T BUILT IN A DAY: Organizations like theCanadian National Institute for the Blind and the Toronto International
Film Festival have huge volunteer programs that started small and
grew over time. It will take time to develop a program that works
for you. Utilize the tools and templates available online. Volunteer
Canada (www.volunteer.ca) is a great resource.
UNDERSTAND THE LAW: It is incumbent upon anyone developing volunteer/intern programs to understand the legal definitions associated with these positions and have standards in place
for health and safety. Though volunteers and unpaid interns may
not have coverage under ESA (Employee Standards Act) or OHSA
(Occupational Health & Safety Act), employers have a duty to
ensure safe working environments and hours. To avoid litigation,
have volunteers/interns sign agreements outlining expectations,
working conditions, etc.
BE COMMITTED: Saving time may be the end goal, but there is
always an initial investment of time when starting a volunteering
program. Recruiting potential candidates, developing a training
program and communicating clear guidelines and expectations all
take precious hours.
CRITERIA: Volunteer job descriptions and schedules are essential components of successful volunteer programs. Knowing the
positions that need to be filled allows planners to create specific
criteria guidelines, which makes the selection process easier and
more efficient.

BY SIMUOKO FRAYNE

RECRUITMENT: Remember that volunteering can be an emotional decision. You have to find the forum—website, social media
chatroom, club, association meeting, networking events—that
matches your event. People passionate about why they are involved, inspire others to action.
THERE IS A PLACE FOR EVERYONE: The screening process
can be somewhat limiting. In most cases all you have to base your
decision on is a phone interview and resume. In my experience, it
has often been the individual without the credentials, or the one
who didn’t interview well, who shone during the event.
TRAINING: The size of your volunteer program will determine
if you need formal or informal orientation sessions. Regardless of
format, clear communication is essential. Have information in writing for visual learners and as a way to reinforce standards and
expectations. Providing uniform information to all volunteers from
the start is paramount. Senior volunteers can train new volunteers.
THE GOLDEN RULE: Do not create an assignment you would
not be willing to do yourself. If anyone knows about dirty work,
it’s planners. Be sure to communicate this to volunteers so they
understand that although the work may not always be glamorous,
they are an integral part of the overall event and its success.
FUN IS NEVER OVERRATED: Understand what your event
has to offer, and see how it can be packaged to entice volunteers. Doing so will build a better engagement on the part of
both parties. When your volunteers are happy, they make your
attendees happy.
CONTINGENCY PLANNING: As an event planner you know
that a back-up plan is as important as your cellphone. Know how
you’ll fill the spot if a volunteer doesn’t show up. And know how
you’ll deal with the volunteer when they do show up. On a rare
occasion, a volunteer may need to be dismissed. Be prepared to
handle the situation in a sensitive but firm manner. If safety is involved, act swiftly.
THANK YOU GOES A LONG WAY: Even if you only have time
for a pro forma note, appreciation has a lot of power. A thank you
note allows you to highlight what the volunteer did to make your
event special. It’s what your volunteer will remember about you
and your event.
—Simuoko Frayne has developed volunteer programs for both profit and
non-profit organizations for the last 12 years. She works in the events and
environment division of Business Information Group. She can be reached at
sfrayne@bizinfogroup.ca
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+ASK AN EXPERT

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ON ISSUES OF INTEREST

Balancing kids and working long hours; Financial planning for independents

Q.
A.

As an event coordinator, I often work long hours, especially in the lead-up to our events, as well as working onsite. How do you deal with long hours if you’re a single
person with children?
Long hours and children are always a challenge. Like all
relationships (family, friends, co-workers, partners, affiliates, clients, etc.), to ensure a stable understanding we
have to find time to invest in them. I think you get this concept as
you know the value of investing time in an event to make it perfect
for the attendees and you want to ensure you don’t trade that for
important time with your kids. Here are three things I believe can
help you.
1. YOU CANNOT DO IT ALONE
If you find you are putting in 17 hours on the day before a conference, that might be OK, but if you are putting in 17 hours a day
for weeks before a conference then I would start looking at your
support systems. There are many ways to offload work. My three
favourite are automate, create better systems, and hire someone
(or delegate the work). Let’s look briefly at delegation.
What are you holding onto that someone
else could do quicker, may love to do or may
be better at? I have found that people that
say they “have to” work for 17 hours are often
too afraid to let go of the work because they
feel it will not get done properly by someone
else. This is an issue of control. Let’s assume
you have great systems (procedures and proM+IT EXPERT
BARB STUHLEMMER cess) in the business, so if you say there is no
BLITZ Business
money to hire additional help then you may
Success
not have spent enough time thinking about
how you can engage people to help you do the work. Consider
giving someone free access to the conference to help with some
of your tasks is one way that will not require an employee contract
or extra money. Learning to trade, barter, and delegate are important skills in a manager.
Have other family commit to time with your kids and schedule
time to drop in for dinner while your kids are with family. This will
help them feel you are committed and love them, even when you
are busy.
30

Hiring a nanny to bring your kids with you to the worksite is
a way many actors find time to be with their kids when they are
on the road. I’ve brought a niece or the neighbour’s daughter to
watch my kids when I had to be focused on other work.
If you run your business from home, pay your kids to help you
while you stay focused on your overtime. “If you help Mommy get
her work done by playing by yourself while I finish this, I will pay
you $5 or take you out for ice-cream.”
If you are an employee on a salary then look at negotiating
bonuses for bringing in more clients. I like the book “High Trust
Selling” by Todd Duncan as an enabler for those working inside
someone else’s business. Todd may give you some ideas on how
you can add value to the business by focusing on how to add
value to your contribution.
2. YOU MUST HAVE GREAT COMMUNICATIONS
Great communications are important in all your relationships. Let
your kids know what you are doing. Let them know exactly how
much time you are going to put into it and for how long. Let them
know when the event will be over. And let them know what their
reward will be for having to give up time with you. Give them the
plan so they can keep track. My daughter loves to look at the calendar. When I am away speaking and travelling, I will call her before bedtime and she will look at the calendar to see where I am
and when I’m coming home. She will ask me about my day and I
will keep answering until she has got enough information to feel
she understands and feels included.
3. STICK TO YOUR PROMISES
There will always be exceptions to this, but if that is happening
often then obviously you are not making correct assumptions
about how to manage your time and you need to stop promising. Call when you are going to be late and better yet, make your
promises to your kids as important as your event responsibilities.
If I am unsure if I can make it home in time for bedtime or dinner, I
let my kids know what I’m doing, why it will take as long as I think
it will, what could cost me more time, then I promise a time that
I know I will definitely be home, even if it is after they go to bed.
Just knowing is better for kids than having no idea at all.
It will not be easy, but planning ahead, getting your kids on
board with the plan and sticking to your promises will help you
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+ASK AN EXPERT
provide the best service possible for your clients and your kids.
After all, your kids are the reason you do what you do and you
don’t want to treat them any less fair then you would a complete
stranger you hope to call client!

Q.

As an independent planner with multiple clients, it can
be difficult to plan when my income isn’t steady. How
would you suggest I plan for the future when business
can be booming at one point in the year and lean the next?

A.

Great question! Fluctuating income
is one of the biggest challenges that
face a business owner. Small business owners often look only at what is coming
in this week, or this month and they spend it
as it comes in. In a good month, the tendency
is to draw all of that money out of the busiM+IT EXPERT
KAREN COLLACUTT, ness to pay down debt, and get caught up, or
CFP, CMC
to shop for things you have been putting off.
Make friends with
Instead, use these three strategies:
your money
1) PLAN WITH A LONGER TIMELINE
When you use a longer timeline in your business, you can plan
for the ups and downs. Payment plans and tiered billing allow
you to spread out the revenues over a longer period of time. As

payments come in, hold some of your surplus in a separate savings account. In the months when you don’t have client payments
or they are lower, you have money to pay for business expenses
and to pay yourself.
2) PAY YOURSELF A REGULAR AMOUNT ON A
CONSISTENT BASIS
Planning requires some parts of your business and personal
money to be stable. A regular income from your business allows
you to make plans in your personal life. Even a small amount will
make a huge difference psychologically, a practical difference in
your household and stability in your business.
3) STAY ON TOP OF YOUR RECEIVABLES
Ensure that you are invoicing your clients regularly to create
consistent income. Review all invoicing weekly checking on any
outstanding invoices. Use tired billing or payment plans. Be clear
about your terms and hold your clients to them.
To be successful in planning with fluctuating income, your first defense in a reserve fund, created in a high revenue month to support
expenses, including income in a lower revenue month. Good luck!

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION? E-mail cotsuka@meetingscanada.com
and M+IT will call upon an expert to answer it in an upcoming issue.

GET MORE EXPERT
ADVICE AT
AUGUST 19+20 2014 • METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

SPACE IS
LIMITED!

COACHING CORNER
Back by popular demand! ONE-ON-ONE COACHING

Sign up early
on-site!

Do you have a question about marketing, networking or career development?
Looking for advice on how to get organized? Want to make more money or make
sense of social media? Sign up for a personal 15-minute coaching session with one
of our four experts. All advice is tailored specifically to you and your situation.

FREE on the
trade-show floor

August 19th
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

August 20th
12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

MEET YOUR PERSONAL COACHES
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Barb Stuhlemmer

Marketing Coach

Time Management Coach
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knows
perfect parties!

YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND
IN TORONTO
From intimate celebrations to grand affairs, the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto is the ideal
location for your catered lunch, VIP reception or congratulator y gala. Featuring over
24,000 square feet of newly renovated and versatile event space, the hotel offers
innovative menu planning, discounted accommodation rates, and cost saving solutions in
one ideal location. You can be confident that the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto will personally
take care of ever y detail so that you can enjoy ever y moment.

Aeroplan ® Members can earn DOUBLE miles.
That’s 500 miles per night, up to 1500 miles per stay!
Looking at holding
a meeting?

Ask about our all-inclusive meeting packages!

eatonchelsea.com / 1-800-CHELSEA (243-5732)
Aeroplan and the Aeroplan logo are registered trademarks of Aimia Canada Inc.
For offer terms and conditions visit eatonchelsea.com

®
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SPECI AL ADVERTI SI NG SECTI ON

PERFECT PARTIES—
ONE IDEAL LOCATION

O

h the weather outside is delightful and the
thought of winter is frightful, but since it is only
six months until Christmas, it’s time to plan, time
to plan, time to plan! And this is the perfect time
of year to start organizing this year’s social event,
celebrating your company’s accomplishments and thanking
your colleagues for their hard work.
From intimate celebrations to grand affairs, the Eaton
Chelsea, Toronto is the ideal location for your catered lunch,
VIP reception or congratulatory gala. Featuring over 24,000
square feet of newly renovated and versatile event space, the
hotel offers innovative menu planning, discounted accommodation
rates and cost saving solutions in one ideal location.
Your attendees will be enchanted by the spirit of the season
when they walk thru the Eaton Chelsea doors and are warmly
greeted by the hotel’s beautifully decorated public spaces and
festive spirit.
The Eaton Chelsea, Toronto understands that everyone
celebrates differently; be it a casual small gathering or a large
group the hotel has the perfect fit for all events accommodating
25 to 400 guests.
▲ Beautifully remodeled ballrooms offer elegant reception facilities
▲ Bb33 Bistro & Brasserie with gas fire place is great for
intimate gatherings
▲ Relax enjoy a pint and game of pool with your team
members at Monarchs Pub

EatonChelsea.indd 33

▲ Unique event ideas, from Canada’s Best Caesar Station
with handcrafted Caesars, to an on-site “Spudnicks” potato
chip cart.
After your party, why venture out into the cold when you
can stay inside and take the elevator home? We are happy
to provide very special holiday accommodation options.
You can be confident that the Eaton Chelsea, Toronto will
personally take care of every detail so that you can enjoy
every moment. Our gift to you this holiday season is the gift of
superior comfort, exquisite cuisine and impeccable service all
wrapped into one. •
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Name: Krystal Babin
Title: Project Coordinator
Company: MCI Canada
Age: 28
Education: Bachelor of Commerce

St. Mary’s University; Event Management Diploma,
Art Institute of Vancouver

Association membership (past and present):
Meeting Professionals International (MPI)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++

I got my start in the meetings industry…

when I didn’t even know it was an industry. The meetings industry
was not something I was told about growing up, or learned about
in any of my business classes. I started looking at what I enjoyed
doing and where I wanted to focus my time, and quickly realized
that I was happiest when I was working in tourism-related jobs,
specifically working for my university’s Conference Services department. I met many wonderful people and enjoyed being part,
even just a small part, of bringing people together. I didn’t realize
it at the time, but working at an accommodations check-in desk
was what pushed me into my career.

The most challenging thing for me when I
began my career was…

trying to make my way in a new industry, in a new city. I had
moved to Vancouver for the purpose of furthering my education
and hopefully finding a vocation that suited my interests. I had
soon realized that many around me had the advantage of working in the industry longer and knowing the city. The meetings
industry is different than many others in that a knowledge of the
location and a relationship with suppliers is required, and this
was still something I had to learn.

The most valuable lesson I learned was…

relationships are key. You always hear people say “it’s all about
who you know,” and I couldn’t agree more. I was fortunate enough
to meet the right people who saw potential in me and gave me an
opportunity to learn more and challenge myself. I began working
with MCI in January 2012 and it has opened my eyes to the events
industry from a global perspective. Building relationships is also
what led me to MPI. After only a year as a student member, a
colleague at MCI had put in a good word with the local board of
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directors and for the next two years, I would become the Director of Member Care for the MPI BC Chapter. Through MPI, I have
learned a lot about the local industry and the players within it.

I think our industry could truly benefit from…

outside views and practices. Looking to other industries for inspiration and ideas has the potential to influence the future of meetings. We all know how important knowledge sharing is within our
offices and work communities, so why not expand it to encompass
more? There is no cookie cutter for a successful meeting, so we
should look outside for inspiration and best practices.

I plan to make my mark by…

bettering myself and my abilities and sharing what I have learned
with others. For those who know me, it’s no surprise when I say I
am a somewhat quiet person—I listen more than I speak. I enjoy
hearing what others have to say and learning different points of
view. Focusing on improving my own knowledge and abilities will
hopefully be of benefit to the industry down the road.

One thing most people don’t know about me is…
I would love to be my sister for a day. I have an identical twin sister,
and we each maintain an interest in each other’s career. Growing
up, we were often considered the same person, but we decided to
pursue different paths of study. My sister, Jayme, went on to study
science while I studied business, and she is now a Naturopathic
doctor. Blame it on the fact that we share the same DNA, but we
both say we would be in each other’s line of business if we weren’t
in our own. I enjoy reading, specifically non-fiction, and am fascinated with the brain. In another life, I think I would have devoted my time to medical sciences… I probably would have been
a neuroscientist!
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CATCHING Zzzz’s
Setting an alarm clock for sleep.
BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

When it comes to getting a good night’s rest, I have good
intentions, but that’s all they are—intentions.
Rarely does my head hit my pillow before 11 p.m. That’s
not to say I’m not in bed at a reasonable time, but I’m often
snuggled up with my smartphone, or worse, my laptop. It’s not
uncommon for me to sacrifice sleep to watch an episode of
The Mindy Project or talk on the phone for “just a few minutes
longer” (oh the perils of being in a long-distance relationship).
I know I’ll be tired the next day, yet in that moment, my better
judgment has dozed off. And I’m, ironically, wide-awake.
Yet when I’m unwell, it’s a different story. I make rest a
priority. And not just the number of hours I sleep a night, but
also the quality of the sleep I’m getting. I read. I enforce a strict
no-electronics-after-9-p.m. rule. There’s zero caffeine in my
system and I’m certainly not doing anything
that could keep me up even 20 minutes
longer than I need to be.
Why? I have every incentive to get a good
night’s rest. I know sleep is my biggest ally
(besides plenty of fluids) in the fight against
the germs/viruses/toxins in my body. And if I
want to feel better quick, I better get as much
of it as possible.

fact

Women sleep

11 minutes more

a night than men.

easy lifestyle adjustment to make and one that yields
immediate rewards.
Yet despite all this, a whopping 60 per cent of
Canadian adults are sleep deprived, according to the
World Association of Sleep Medicine. In fact, sleep
experts recommend eight hours of sleep a night, but
30 per cent of Canadians get fewer than six.
While those numbers seem high upon first glance,
they’re understandable. With more pressure from
work, family and social responsibilities, sleep is often
sacrificed. Why? Because we feel we’re still able
to function on less sleep, so we tend to lose a few
hours here and there with little thought as to how
this affects us.

CORNERSTONE TO GOOD HEALTH
Anyone who has ever pulled an all-nighter
or stayed up a little too late during a big
night out at a conference understands
just how much sleep is needed for dayto-day function. But what you might not
know is that a good night’s rest is as much
a requirement of healthy living as diet and
(35% compared to 25%)
exercise—and that’s according to the World
CATCHING UP ON SLEEP
Health Organization. Sleep is critical to
SOURCE:
STATISTICS CANADA
While seven to eight hours of sleep per night is a
weight maintenance and hormone balance
good rule of thumb, how much sleep you need per
and not getting enough rest is linked to
night is largely individual. To determine the optimal
everything from diabetes to heart disease
and depression. Quite frankly, sleep plays a role in every aspect of amount of sleep for you, ask yourself how much sleep you need to
feel rested and energized in the morning as opposed to how much
our health.
And unlike other things we’re supposed to do to stay healthy— sleep you can get away with.
Your individual sleep need is also dependent on something
eat greens, exercise daily, etc.—getting enough sleep is a relatively

Women have
more trouble

falling asleep.
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+GOOD FOR YOU

called “sleep debt,” or the accumulated sleep that is lost to poor sleep habits, sickness,
and awakenings due to environmental factors or other causes. So while you may feel good
with seven hours of sleep a night, if you’ve racked up sleep debt, you’ll likely require more.
Sleep experts have mixed feelings about playing catch-up with sleep. A 2013 study
published in the American Journal of Physiology found that participants who underwent six
nights of six hours of sleep, followed by three recovery nights of 10 hours of sleep felt better
after their recovery sleep. They felt more alert, less fatigued and there was a drop in their
stress levels. However, they continued to do poorly on tests of their mental and physical
abilities, suggesting that even though you feel better, you’re still not performing optimally.
In addition, sleeping in on the weekends can be disruptive for your future sleep. For
instance, if you sleep in for a few extra hours on Sunday, you may not be tired until much
later in the evening on Sunday night, despite the fact you need to wake up early on Monday.
This can create a never-ending cycle of sleep debt.
One strategy to catch-up on your sleep that has shown some effectiveness is napping.
Dr. Charles Samuels, medical director of the Centre for Sleep and Human Performance (CSHP)
in Calgary, Alta., has found daily naps of no more than 30 minutes to be highly effective for
his patients who can only manage about six hours of sleep a night. He recommends naps
timed 12 hours from the midpoint of your night’s rest so as not to disturb your nightly
shuteye. For most people, that ends up being between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m., which, depending
on your individual situation, may present a problem.

TIPS FOR A BETTER SLEEP

MAKE SLEEP A PRIORITY
So your best bet is to avoid playing catch-up altogether by making seven to eight hours of
nightly shuteye a priority… and being consistent. You wouldn’t play it fast and loose with
the time you get up each morning. So why do it at night? Apply the same strategies you use
to get yourself out of bed in the morning with getting yourself to bed at night. And here’s
an out-of-the-box idea: Set a one-hour warning for bedtime. When you hear it, you’ll know
that means electronics off, start your bedtime routine (brush teeth, wash face, etc.) and
spend the remainder of the time curled up in bed with a good book. If an alarm is what you
need to get started, then no matter how backwards it may seem, give it a try.

• USE BEDROOM
ONLY FOR
SLEEP AND
INTIMACY

—Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel

good for your group
Ask me a question about my most recent FAM trip and I bet I’ll be able to recall every
detail. Why? Because throughout the trip I was well rested. The trip organizers had a jampacked itinerary, yet each morning began no earlier than 8:00 a.m. and each night ended
no later than 10:30 p.m. As a result, I was able to recharge fully between each day—a necessity when you’re being exposed to so much new information. Not only will attendees have
droopy eyes and dragging feet when they’re tired, it’s a proven fact they can’t retain as
much information and their mental performance isn’t optimal. Event organizers take note!
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• AVOID FLUIDS,
			 HEAVY MEALS,
			ALCOHOL,
			 NICOTINE AND
			CAFFEINE
			 BEFORE BED
• FINISH EATING
THREE HOURS
PRIOR TO SLEEP
		
• EXERCISE 		
			REGULARLY,
			 AROUND MIDDAY

		
• PLAN FOR SLEEP
			 (HOT BATH, 		
			 READING, TEA)
• ESTABLISH
CONSISTENT
SLEEP/WAKE
SCHEDULES
		
• TRY A WHITE
			 NOISE MACHINE
			 OR DARK
			CURTAINS

SOURCE: CANADIAN SLEEP SOCIETY
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SET IT UP

BEFORE YOU GET UP
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RED COAT DIRECT
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ASK ANYTHING

HELLO CHRIS,
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U?
?

INTRODUCING
JW EVENT
R.E.N MEETINGS
EXPERT
CONCIERGE

WELCOME CHRIS,
ALLOW ME TO ASSIST YOU.

UPDATE ME

MAKE A REQUEST

MAKE A REQUEST

CHECK STATUS

CHECK STATUS
WE WELCOME FEEDBACK

WE LOVE FEEDBACK

GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK

GET A FREE IPAD MINI
AND RULE YOUR MEETING WITH A TAP
Now you can stay on top of your event without stepping out of it. Book a qualifying meeting
before December 31, 2014, then use your new iPad Mini, or any web-enabled device, and
Marriott’s Meeting Services App to make real-time requests.
And if you can’t accept the gift, just let us know. We’ll load it up with educational games and
donate it in your name to a Children’s Miracle Network affiliated hospital.

Book your event today at 14 participating properties across Canada
and over 240 in the U.S.
Call 800.831.5545 ext. 295113 or email globalsalescanada@marriott.com.
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Void where prohibited by law. Not valid with any other offers. Offer valid at participating JW Marriott®, Renaissance® and Marriott® hotels throughout
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dates. For a list of participating hotels, eligible value dates and complete terms and conditions, please visit www.iPadPromotion.Marriott.com.
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+BUSINESSMATTERS
Email is an
effective tool for
building brand
awareness and
engagement.
Is it part of
your marketing
strategy?

MAKING
THE MOST OF
EMAIL MARKETING
BY PATRICK MCGOVERN

You’re talking casually with a business associate you’ve known for
some time, and happen to mention an activity you were involved
in recently. They turn to you and say, “Oh really? I didn’t know you
did that!”
Everyone in business has had this experience; but few realize
what an important alarm bell it is. Ask yourself this: if that one person is unaware of the activity you were so proud to talk about, then
how many others don’t know? Think about the many people in your
business life who influence your opportunities and future success.
They all may have a general idea of your abilities and experience,
but is their mental picture of what you do really up-to-date?
As a meetings professional, you know how important it is for
people to understand the value of the work you do. Awareness
is the first key step. Even the folks in your team or organization
may not know how you’ve taken up new technologies and innovated new approaches in your latest endeavours. Whether they’re
colleagues, business associates or C-suite executives, everyone in
your network should know about your successes, and should be
prepared to tell others about them.
The most effective way to accomplish that today is with an
email marketing program.
In a world where digital communications dominate, face-toface opportunities to tell your story are becoming increasingly
rare. Because so much business activity is now done electronically, even some of your most important daily contacts may know
you only by your email signature. Every planner knows that email
invitations and reminders are essential to the success of an event.
Likewise, a well-conceived email marketing program can be just as
important to the success of your company, or your career.
At this point, I can hear some of you raising the standard objections: “I don’t have time to send mass emails every week—and
everyone I know is getting too much email already.” Take a deep
breath. I’m not suggesting that you do an e-cast 52 times a year.
In fact, a seasonal or quarterly schedule is probably a good idea
to start. Eventually you might move to a once-a-month plan, but
38

more than that might be too frequent for the average B2B email
marketer. Having said that, I agree that a worthwhile program,
even a quarterly e-cast, requires time and dedication. If you are
daunted by the thought of developing content, designing a template and learning the best practices for deployment, then you
should consider working with an agency that can set it up for you
and even maintain it on an ongoing basis.
There’s also the question of what to say in your emails. What
I’m talking about here is not the kind of email marketing that features price-off coupons and “Act Now!” urgency. You probably
want a quieter tone; something more along the lines of “What
we’ve been up to lately.” However, it’s important that your email
content should not be just about you, it should focus on the needs
and interests of your readers.
The purpose of your email marketing program is to maintain
an ongoing presence and dialogue with your community. You are
learning new things every day, adapting to change and taking on
new challenges. The same is true for everyone in your network.
Sharing what you’re learning in a way that is timely and relevant
will make for compelling content. And, in a survey conducted by
lead generation company Ascend2, “compelling content” was
cited by 51 per cent of B2B email marketers as the single most
effective email marketing strategy.
If you’re still on the fence about email marketing, maybe you’re
thinking about it the wrong way. For business-to-business marketers like meeting professionals, “email marketing” is an unfortunate
misnomer because it suggests your messages should always be
marketing-focused. Think about it as email communicating instead. It should be audience-focused; and that means providing
great content your audience wants to read.
Now the question is: How do you build an audience—your
brand community—with a growing opt-in list?
BUILDING AN OPT-IN LIST
The number one best practice for building a strong list is to start
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with a content strategy directed at the needs and interests of your
readers, and to deliver it in a way that is timely and relevant. Make
it worth reading and worth forwarding on to colleagues.
If you don’t believe me, I have billions of data points to back
it up.
The Epsilon Email Institute compiled data from 6.1 billion emails
in its Q2 2013 Email Trends and Benchmarks report, broken down
by industry category and message type. Among the message
types—acquisition, editorial, legal, marketing, research, service
and other—marketing was by far the dominant type, representing
61.4 per cent of all emails. Editorial-style content was much less
frequently seen, yet it was vastly more effective. And this was
especially true in the Business Products and Services category
(which would include, for instance, meeting and event planners).
For marketing-oriented messages in that industry category, the
open rate was a respectable 19.8 per cent. By contrast, the open
rate for editorial content was a whopping 51.4 per cent—meaning
almost three times as much readership. Even more impressive was
the average click rate of 9.3 per cent, as compared to 1.7 per cent
for marketing content. In other words, more than five times as
many people actively responded to editorial content.
This makes sense when you consider that the business-to-business services industry is fundamentally about forging relationships and establishing dialogue. Another way of looking at it is
that your email program builds engagement between your brand
and its community, resulting in the dual effect of a growing community and stronger business leads.
So, how do you get this powerful combination working for your
business? Here are the top six best practices for growing an opt-in
list.
1. Engage your readers with great content (see above).
2. Take every opportunity to invite people to opt-in to your list,
especially on your own website. There should be a link to your signup form on every page of the site. Another great place to put a link
is in your email signature at the bottom of every email you send.

3. Be aware of Canada’s Anti-Spam Law (CASL). Make sure
your sign-up form is voluntary and positive (no pre-checked
boxes). Double opt-in (where the email recipient confirms that
they have signed up to receive your emails) is a best practice, although it’s not required. For a good overview of CASL, see “What
Canada’s Anti-Spam Law Means to You” by Doreen Ashton Wagner, Meetings + Incentive Travel, April.May 2014.
4. Create a free e-book or whitepaper, or an online tool that
would be of value to your customers. When people log in to access it, invite them to opt in to your list. But remember, in order to
conform with CASL it can only be an invitation—not a requirement
or a pre-checked box.
5. There’s a special category in CASL called “implied consent,”
which says you can send unsolicited messages to people with
whom you have a business relationship. Maybe you’ve done business with them in the last two years, or maybe they gave you a
business card at an event. However, implied consent expires after
a period of time, so you should not add these names to your main
email list because it may be impossible to track the various expiry dates. A better idea is to send them a friendly sign-up email
inviting them to join your list. Tell them how your e-newsletter
will benefit them, and how often they should expect it to appear
in their inbox. Business professionals want to be aware of what’s
happening in their industry, so there’s a good chance they will optin if your invitation is enticing enough.
6. Quality beats quantity. Never pad your list with the names
of strangers.
Want to see these practices put into action? I invite you to sign
up for my agency’s monthly Brand News e-newsletter at brandnews.bladebranding.com. Judge for yourself how well we practice
what we preach—and let me know what you think!
—Patrick McGovern is principal, chief strategy officer at Blade Creative Branding,
a full service branding and advertising agency with a focus on inventing and reinventing brands. pjmcgovern@bladebranding.com
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HARD WIRED

DISNEY LAUNCHES MYMAGIC+ PROGRAM
It started with a question, “What if there were no lines?”
And from there, Disney’s creative team went to work to develop
a program that could turn this question into a reality.
What they came up with was MyMagic+, a revolutionary technological innovation that, in true Disney fashion, does more than just
eliminate lines, but takes the guest experience to surprising new levels.
In April, Disney invited a group of journalists to Orlando, FL, to
celebrate the launch of MyMagic+.
The program, which includes a website, mobile app and RFIDequipped bracelets has impressive applications for an individual
and group experience.
Here’s how it works: After you’ve made a booking, each participant is instructed to register and create their own profile using the
MyDisneyExperience.com website. From their computer, smartphone or tablet, they can reserve access to attractions and shows
with Disney FastPass+ service, and reserve special viewing areas for
fireworks or parades in advance or on the day of their visit.
Guests can find restaurants, make dining reservations, see maps,
videos and itinerary tools, all direct from the mobile app or website.
In addition, guests can connect with those in their group booking to
coordinate plans and share photos using the Memory Maker component which bundles all photos together creating a digital memory of everything the guest has done.
But my favourite part of the MyMagic+ program is the MagicBand. This innovative and colourful wristband is an all-in-one device that effortlessly connects attendees to the choices they made
online with MyDisneyExperience.com. Made from waterproof, ultradurable and hypoallergenic material and equipped with RFID technology, you can use your bracelet to unlock your Walt Disney World
Resort hotel room, enter theme parks, access FastPass+ selections
and buy food and merchandise on-site. MagicBands are exclusive
40

to those staying at Walt Disney World Resort hotels. Others get
the same experience but they use a card instead of the MagicBand.
With the introduction of MagicBands, Disney theme parks no
longer require turnstiles at the entrance gate, which creates a more
open environment for attendees. Instead, guests touch their MagicBand to a touch point and scan their finger to enter the parks. If they
wish to make a purchase using their MagicBand, they are asked to
enter a PIN code to uniquely identify the guest as a security measure.
The bracelets themselves do not store personal information or credit
card data, and can be disabled remotely if lost or stolen.
At present, the MyMagic+ program can handle group bookings
of up to 200, and they’re currently working on more robust features
for meeting planners.
“We want to continue to evolve on a real-time basis,” says Jim
MacPhee, senior vice-president, Walt Disney World. “We’ll be introducing things as we discover them.” —CHRISTINE OTSUKA
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HARD WIRED
Business Apps

...that will change your life
It’s something we all have but want much more of: time. Thankfully, a ton of innovative apps and tools have emerged
to help you optimize your efficiency and make your life easier. Here are four of my favourites—let me know if you have
more to add! By Mark Wardell

TinyScan
This app scans multipage
texts and photos and turns
them into a PDF, directly
from your mobile device.
Simply tap the app’s camera
icon, aim it at the document,
snap, crop, select a PDF size
to export and voila! Free or
upgrade to TinyScan Pro
for $4.49.

Expensify
“Expense reports that don’t
suck.” True to their tagline,
Expensify saves you several
steps in your expense reporting system. The Smart Scan
feature extracts the dollar
value of your receipt from a
photo, and imports expenses
directly from your credit card
or bank account to generate
quick (and free!) expense
reports. Free.

Tempo
Need a personal assistant but
it’s not in the budget? Try the
AI kind. Tempo is a contextaware calendar for iOS that
organizes your life by consolidating the data stored in your
phone in one streamlined
calendar entry. Free.

SumAll
If you aren’t sure how effective your social media efforts
are, SumAll is an analytics
tool that will give you a
clearer picture of how your
social media efforts translate
into new customers, sales or
website visits. Basic is free;
Premium is $19 per month.

Mark is president and founder of Wardell Professional Development
(www.wardell.biz), an advisory group that helps business owners plan
and execute the growth of their companies. Email him at mark@wardell.biz

BYTES

Words and concepts defining technology today
Phablet: A device combining smartphone and tablet features that is
sized between a tablet (seven to 10 inches) and a smartphone. Ideal
approximate size is five inches. Source: Technopedia™
Second Screen: Smartphone or tablet—second electronic device—used
by television viewers to connect to the program they’re watching.
Second screens allow for greater viewer interaction.
Source: Technopedia™
1:9:90 Rule: At any given event, one per cent of the audience creates
content; nine per cent interacts with the content; and 90 per cent just
watch the content and interactions. Source: Incentive Research Foundation
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Technology is

The Meeting

reshaping the events
industry. How’s it
impacting you?

Matrix

BY ALLAN LYNCH

Mention technology in the events sector and specialists like Bill McDonald, chief information officer at the
Metropolitan Toronto Convention Centre (MTCC), will want clarification. “The definition of technology covers a
wide range of things from AV technology to cellular technology to wireless technology to mini apps. Then there’s
the hardware device issue of whether it’s a tablet, cellphone or laptop. So it’s a pretty wide-ranging topic. My short
answer is it’s impacting every planner in many ways depending on what the size and purpose of their event is
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“

PLANNERS SHOULD
UNDERSTAND THEIR
EVENT, HOW MANY DEVICES
PEOPLE ARE CARRYING,
AND HOW THEY ARE
BEING USED.

”

–JOHN HOUGHTON, MTCC

and what they hope to achieve. So there’s not a meeting
planner that hasn’t been impacted, only the area they
have been impacted in varies.”
The first impact seems summed up in the term “24/7.”
In the past, professionals would experience spurts of
busyness, but in the wired world it’s difficult to disconnect. Days stretch well beyond any known concept of
office hours with no increase in pay or financial consideration. The world is that competitive and that
impatient. Ottawa-based Chuck Schouwerou, president
of Confersense Planners, chuckles that the solution to
the 24/7 problem is to holiday in Cuba or North Korea—
“somewhere that limits Internet access.”
Heidi Baillie-David, CMP, senior buyer with Markhambased Meridican Incentive Consultants says, “Technology is kind of a double-edge sword; sometimes it’s
great, other times it’s not. For example, maybe it’s not
as time saving as once thought. And it can complicate
things because we are so dependent on it. You sometimes can’t get things done if your technology isn’t
working properly.”
She says, “Email is the way of communicating. Even
if you do have phone conversations, everything is followed up with an email, which is great but time consuming.” She adds that some clients will even call to see
if she received their email. Dealing with the electronic
tsunami gets in the way of work.
While email isn’t new, some still abuse it or misuse it.
Lynn Chiasson, assistant director of sales at the Quebec
City Convention Centre (QCCC) says, “Sometimes I get
documents—RFPs, newsletters—that are so large that
we max out our inbox capacity. There are people who
don’t know how to use technology. I think there’s some
education to be done there. I find it [sending a large
document by email] disrespectful at times.”
On the evolution of email, Jonathan Strauss, president
of Winnipeg’s Strauss Event & Association Management
says, “There was a point where all we were talking about
was sending emails out to market conferences. Now it’s
44

all about what is in the email subject line? What does
the message look like? How interactive is that email?
We’ve had some clients recently request different ways
that people can interact with the actual message itself.
So, email marketing has become really important. We’re
having more and more conversations with clients about
Twitter and other types of social media for marketing conferences, and how to engage speakers in social
media in advance of a conference.”
Some of Strauss’ clients use social media as a replacement for printed materials. It saves dollars, but requires
time. Just to keep their strauss.ca website up-to-date
takes Strauss’ team 10 to 15 hours per month.
One of the newer weapons in the planner’s arsenal
is the app. Dahlia El Gazzar CMP, a speaker and principle of The Meeting Pool, Chicago and San Francisco,
believes, “An event mobile app should not be treated as
a nice-to-have, but as another window to your whole
event marketing strategy because that’s what it is.”
Robin Jones, chief marketing officer for Vancouverbased QuickMobile, states that some planners are
uncomfortable with apps. Either they’re intimidated
by the perceived complexity, time required or cost.
Jones says it’s not as daunting as some may think.
Training takes two to three hours, and QuickMobile’s
simple content management system can have an app
updated in minutes. For clients working within a multievent master application, apps can be built in a few
hours for the variety of meetings and events occurring
throughout an enterprise.
However, dollars have planners holding back. According to Jones, “The research we just did found only 24
per cent of planners have budget allocated for mobile
apps. So sometimes when they pick up the phone to
make the call and realize this isn’t a $200 product, it can
be a setback because they have to wait a year or a full
event cycle before they can build it into their budget.”
According to QuickMobile CEO Patrick Payne, the
ROI on mobile event apps is multi-faceted. There’s the
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Matrix
obvious savings in zero or reduced printed materials.
There’s also great value in the time savings once the
planner is proficient with using the technology and
the insights from the analytics. In addition, there’s the
opportunity for greater branding, sponsorship opportunities and “engagement” since a three-day event can
be transformed into a 365-day conversation with the
participants and stakeholders.
El Gazzar is a fan of continuing the event conversation
or starting a pre-event conversation via influencers on
the various social media platforms you’re using. “Identify social influencers, especially if they’re bloggers or if
they have a huge following, not of numbers, but people
you intend to capture within your events, and use the
social influencers to help you with your social media so
that way you can have them be part of your team and
then reward them, even if it’s a simple thing like a registration or a shout out. That goes a super long way.”
An area where planners are more comfortable working with technology is in the mundane aspects of meeting planning. Schouwerou says, “It’s made life a lot
easier on one level. For example, instead of having to do
a thousand name badges in WordPerfect, we have online systems. The transfer of funds has become so much
easier for the paying of registrations and for contracts.
All of that has really improved because of technology.
Another little example, although I don’t think it’s worth
using right now, is that new cube [Ed: Square] you can
put on your iPhone to take credit card payments.”
Baillie-David agrees on the registration convenience. However, because technology makes them
more efficient, Baillie-David says client “expectations
are higher with shorter turnaround times and more
information wanted.”
Then there is the bane of hoteliers and convention
centre sales teams, the automated RFP. Sales teams
feel hindered by their unforgiving parameters. Planners like them because as Baillie-David says, “We can
run reports and track the information that comes in
all in one place. We save time because we don’t have

“

to manually go through proposals to input who we
received them from and compare everyone’s room
rates. I wouldn’t say its decreased workload. It’s
actually increased workload because since we can do
more, we’re expected to do more.”
There is a perception by some in the industry—not
any of the partners or suppliers quoted here—that some
planners struggle to understand technology. What we
work with today was unknown five years ago, so how
does someone plan for what will be required five years
from now?
For El Gazzar it’s not merely the speed with which
new technologies are developed, it’s the overall way
they are embraced by people both in the workplace and
in their private lives. These people become attendees
who are used to living on-line, which is how they need
to be reached. This means content is massively important according to El Gazzar. “Planners are in a position
right now where they actually have to know about tech
and have to be very savvy about digital and content
marketing as well as data analytics. It’s not about juggling how to put events together and make everybody
happy anymore. Gone are the days [when you could]
just cut and paste an agenda from last year’s conference (into an app) and then bring it to the next year’s

	GONE ARE THE DAYS [WHEN YOU COULD]
JUST CUT AND PASTE AN AGENDA FROM
LAST YEAR’S CONFERENCE...BRING IT TO THE NEXT
YEAR’S AND SAY, ‘OKAY, I’LL BRING IN A COUPLE
OF NEW VOICES AND WE’RE DONE.’
–DAHLIA EL GAZZAR, The Meeting Pool
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“

THE TRANSFER OF FUNDS HAS BECOME
SO MUCH EASIER FOR THE PAYING OF
REGISTRATIONS AND FOR CONTRACTS. ALL OF
THAT HAS REALLY IMPROVED BECAUSE OF
TECHNOLOGY
–CHUCK SCHOUWEROU, Confersense Planners

and say, ‘Okay, I’ll bring in a couple of new voices and
we’re done.’ So the meeting design and format is shifting, especially if you’re trying to attract millennials or
new audiences because it’s all about delivering content
very personally. For example, some people are very visual, some people want to take notes on their PowerPoints [printouts] while they’re listening to a speaker.
Some people want to comment and interact and want
to have it where they are having almost a bi-directional
path to the speaker, not only during the event, but
before and after. So this is where you have the second
screen sharing technologies that are coming up.”
Second screen is the hottest new concept exciting planners. It’s utilizing attendees’ mobile devices to
deliver event presentations, says El Gazzar. “What it’s
doing is utilizing what everybody is living on right now.
It’s a way of enhancing the attendee interaction within
the content of the specific event at the show or before,
on and after.”
Strauss agrees. “At Association Day at IMEX Frankfurt
there was a trend session on how meetings will change
going forward. The speaker talked about whether the
conference rooms of the future need presentation
screens because all of the attendees have the presentations on their connected devices, whether that’s their
iPhone, tablet or computer. That got me really thinking
about how can they do that? Can we do that? What
would that look like? What would the response of the
audience be?”
With the advancement of second-screen technology,
Schouwerou feels “presentation technologies are next
on the horizon where we really need to see a big movement. They’ve started. Twitter walls and all this other
stuff are based on today’s technology, not tomorrow’s.
There’s a new rearview projector out now that has a
three-foot clearance which is phenomenal. It blew my
mind when I saw it. LED goes so far. We are then going
to look at laser technology and more utilization of apps
instead of AV—that kind of thing is where I think we’re
going next.”
Another emerging technology according to McDonald is “telepresence,” which goes beyond the abilities
of video conference and virtual meetings. “Telepresence has that but takes on wider things like the ability
to have a speaker speak, or attendees participate at a
conference, even though they’re not physically there.”
When it comes to working with technology, Glenn
Bowie, area director of sales and marketing for Newcastle
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”

Hotels, Halifax, questions some of the unnecessary orders
he sees. “From our perspective, I think an awful lot of
people will have a ton of technology for very little need.
They may have double screens at the front of the room,
really nice high tech everything and not really use them
other than the first five minutes. And it still surprises
me that people arrive with things like PowerPoints on a
stick that don’t really mesh with anything.”
To avoid such over- and under-tech planning, the
MTCC’s executive vice-president John Houghton suggests planners get to know their “digital DNA.”
“Planners should understand their event, how many
devices people are carrying, and how they are being
used. They should find out from their convention facility how many people used what services while they
were in the building. If they have exhibitors, how many
exhibitors purchased wired versus wireless? Get as
much information as they possibly can and start tracking that information. I call it the digital DNA. You want
to be able to know that so you are able to have a conversation about what it is you need to make sure your
attendee and exhibitor experience is what they expect
it to be.”
This is important because of the variations in service
required by different floor spaces. Houghton also says
it’s important to know the number of devices and realize that while they’re on they are “sucking up a ton of
bandwidth in that room and the ability to service that
is directly proportional to how good your information is
on what the people’s usage needs are.”
A final area of concern centers on the understanding of
services. Houghton and his team have seen clients who
don’t understand the difference between cellular and
WiFi. “They think of them as the same thing. They’ll tell
an exhibitor, ‘Don’t bother getting wired access for your
computer, just get a turbo stick’. They don’t understand
the difference. They think they’re telling the person to get
the same thing. One is running on a cellular network, one
is working on the digital network. Totally different.”
The bottom line is that future technological changes
will arrive faster and in half the time of the changes the
industry has experienced over the last five years. It will
be difficult for a planner to expect to “get by” with marginal technological knowledge. The best advice: If it’s
beyond you, hire a techie.
— Allan Lynch is a freelance journalist based in
New Minas, Nova Scotia.
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MEETING IN CANADA’S HEARTLAND
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get the royal treatment

WE TREAT YOU LIKE ROYALTY
With regal attractions like Wascana Park, magnificent events like Canada’s Farm
Progress Show, the majestic history of the RCMP and our tradition of treating people
like royalty, Regina is more than ready to host your next conference.
Contact us!
Phone: 306-546-4285
Email: info@conventionsregina.com
Website: conventionsregina.com
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SP ECIAL AD VERT ISING SECTI ON

TOP TEN
REASONS
REGINA IS THE
UNBEATABLE
CHOICE FOR
YOUR NEXT
EVENT!
1

Regina offers unmatched expertise when it comes to planning
and smoothly executing your event. Conventions Regina is an
industry-driven volunteer team, led by the Regina Hotel Association, that’s dedicated to coordinating and streamlining every detail:
organizing first-rate accommodations, event and convention facilities,
assistance with attractions, and ensuring smooth transportation
from one place to another, for everyone in your group. We’ll work
with you to make your event a spectacular success!

2

It’s easy to get around town here. Regina is a compact, welldesigned city, with everything you need – airport, hotels,
convention venues, attractions – all located within a 10 to 15 minute
drive of each other.

agri-business industry arrive here from all over the world to see the
latest innovations in this field.

7

Regina is one of the most beautiful cities in the West, with a
manmade lake and almost half a million trees, each carefully
hand-planted. In the very centre of the city is one of the largest
urban parks in North America: 2,300-acre Wascana Park. Besides
providing a backdrop to dozens of exciting outdoor events over
the warm months, Wascana is a thriving natural marsh eco-system.
It is also home to the MacKenzie Art Gallery, Royal Saskatchewan
Museum, and the Saskatchewan Science Centre (featuring
Saskatchewan’s only IMAX Theatre).

3

8

4

9

With over 3,000 guest accommodations – and plenty more
currently under construction – Regina has a broad range of
choices for every need and preference: from intimate and cozy inns,
to the comfort, convenience and efficiency of a modern convention
hotel, to a grand traditional hotel fit for royalty.
We’ve got over 500,000 square feet of meeting space, and we’re
able to accommodate every size of event: from small, personal
and efficient gatherings to mega international trade shows.

5

Evraz Place is the jewel in Regina’s crown when it comes to
convention venues. A 102-acre facility offering 300,000 square
feet of contiguous exhibit space and Saskatchewan’s largest banquet
room, Evraz is conveniently located close to hotels, the airport
and downtown. It’s the second largest meeting and exhibit space
in Canada.

6

You’d need a large, well-designed space like Evraz Place in
order to welcome the country’s largest trade show: Canada’s
Farm Progress Show. Every year, some 45,000 members of the

We’re proud to be the home of the RCMP Training Academy and Heritage Centre. Book your event at the on-site
reception venue, then enjoy a guided tour of the grounds and
facilities. Finish your visit by witnessing the famous Sunset
Retreat Ceremony – one of the Canadian Tourism Commission’s
Signature Experiences.

After a day of business, there’s lots to do and see while you’re in
town. Learn about Saskatchewan’s rich geological and natural history with a visit to the Royal Saskatchewan Museum. The
museum’s fascinating collection also includes artifacts and exhibits
detailing some 10,000 years of Aboriginal history.

10

And you haven’t really experienced Regina until you’ve
enjoyed the taste of a successful harvest. The Regina region
feeds the world, producing mustard seed, wild rice, lentils, honey,
prairie cherries, canola and much more. Thirsty? Sample a pint at
Regina’s microbrewery, the District Brewing Co. Or hop in the
car for a short drive up to Lumsden – home of the Last Mountain
Distillery, which uses locally grown wheat to create their very own
distinctively flavoured spirits. •
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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SPECI AL ADVE R TI S I N G S E C TI ON

SASKATOON

Tourism Saskatoon

THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ENDLESS!
S

Endless Opportunities

Saskatoon is the largest city in Saskatchewan, and one of the fastest
growing cities in North America. Saskatoon also boasts one of the
most diverse economies in western Canada, attracting over 30 per
cent of all bio-tech research investment. It’s resource-rich, with large
oil, gas, and diamond deposits, and is home to the world’s largest
producers of potash and uranium. The city is a world-class centre of
a wide range of industries, from mining, energy, and manufacturing
to life sciences and agriculture.
Endless Hospitality

Saskatoon offers more than 800,000 square feet of fully equipped,
state-of-the-art convention space, and boasts over 3,800 hotel
rooms, with many more currently under construction. Big-city
amenities and small town hospitality are combined in Saskatoon, all
with the convenience of convention space, accommodations, cultural
and entertainment attractions located within easy walking distance.
Endless Expertise

Convention Saskatoon is a unique partnership of hotels, convention
centres and transportation providers working together to ensure
every detail of your stay is handled with first-class precision. With
convention and meeting spaces featuring state-of-the-art amenities, Saskatoon is the ideal choice for an intimate retreat or a large
international convention. Prairieland Park, just five minutes from

Tourism Saskatoon

askatoon is much more than a vibrant modern city, basking
under the wide prairie sky. It’s one of the most culturally and
economically diverse centres in the West, and we are quickly becoming one of the hottest convention destinations for event planners
from all over the world. When it comes to a great event – small and
intimate, or an international convention for thousands of attendees
– Saskatoon’s potential is endless!

downtown, is the city’s largest trade show facility, with 240,000
square feet of space divided into six halls. TCU Place, with 104,000
square feet of live space, 21 meeting rooms and a three-tier theatre
with full production stage, is considered one of the best convention
spaces in western Canada.
Endless Excitement

Saskatoon is more than just a great business destination. Along with
electric nightlife, Saskatoon has an endless variety of attractions –
explore the West’s fascinating history at the Western Development
Museum; Wanuskewin Heritage Park, celebrating Saskatchewan’s
6,000-year Aboriginal history; or take in the Ukrainian Museum of
Canada and discover the rich tapestry of Saskatoon’s heritage. Enjoy
the beauty of nature in the city’s network of parks and trails, many
of them easily accessible from downtown. Take in a bit of drama
or comedy at the Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan Festival, or a
performance of the Saskatoon Symphony Orchestra. Oh, and did
we mention Saskatoon has more independent restaurants per capita
than any other city in Canada?
With an open heart and vibrant energy, Saskatoon welcomes the
world! •
Call Tourism Saskatoon at 1-800-567-2444 or visit
www.tourismsaskatoon.com and discover how Saskatoon’s
potential is truly endless!
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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The Beverly Hills of France. BY CHRISTINE OTSUKA

CANNES
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CLASSIC CANNES
I was invited to Cannes as part of the Red, White and Blue hosted
buyer program, organized by Atout France, the France Tourism Development Agency. Meeting planners attended from the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Chile, including myself, and four
planners from Toronto.
It was my first time in Cannes, but I became acquainted with
the city rather quickly. It had all the grandeur I expected (and
would come to experience firsthand) yet Cannes could feel unassuming at times. This was in part because of its size—the seaside
city that boasts 300 days of sunshine a year is home to a mere
72,000 people, making it barely bigger than St. John’s, N.B. The
old town is distinctly European with steeply sloping narrow streets,
crisscrossed with picturesque flights of winding steps. I happened
upon a pedestrian street called Rue Meynadier leading out of the
old town of the Suquet on my walk about town and peeked my
head in cheese shops, delicatessens and colourful boutiques. The
old port unfurls below the Suquet, where Cannes began as a fishing
harbor. The oldest section of the port dates back to 1838 and accommodates speedboats and sailing ships. And in September, you
can see the sailboats set out from the harbour for Trophee Panerai
royal regatta.
That’s the old town. The Cannes most people experience through
red carpet photographs and gala photos include the seaside congress centre, the Palais des Festivals et des Congres, where the
Cannes Film Festival is held; and high-end hotels, like the art-deco
inspired Majestic Barriere or the iconic InterContinental Carlton
Cannes, with seventh floor suites named for famous film stars such
as Sean Connery and Sophia Loren.
As the sky darkened on that first day in Cannes, we walked leisurely to the Grand Hyatt Cannes Hotel Martinez for a rooftop welcome reception on the terrace of the penthouse suite. Our reception
was referred to as a “Diamond Party” in our itinerary, so naturally I
was curious. Upon arrival into the suite, we were welcomed with a
glass of champagne and told there was a gemstone in the bottom
of each glass. Once you drank the champagne, you could have your
gem inspected by a jeweller on the terrace who would determine if
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There are a handful of innately glamourous places in the world and
Cannes, France, is one of them. It’s a city made famous for hosting
the world’s most widely covered international film festival and welcoming A-list film stars and industry for 12 days in May. But when
the festival glitz is gone, Cannes sparkles on its own.
It’s been called “The Beverly Hills of France,” and not undeservingly. Walking along the Promenade de la Croisette feels a lot like
Rodeo Drive. The street is lined with palm trees, high-end designer
boutiques and iconic five-star hotels that face out onto the Mediterranean Sea. No wonder Hollywood’s A-listers feel at home here.
From the moment I stepped off the plane in Nice, our hosts gave
us the VIP treatment. From the Paparazzi-style photographer who
captured our arrival at the Nice airport, to the helicopter ride from
Nice to Cannes which provided a stunning view of the Baie de Anges (Bay of Angels), it was a remarkable prelude to our Cannes
adventure.
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A SLOWER PACE
You can find solitude in the Lerins Islands, only 20 minutes by ferry
from the beaches of Cannes. As we disembark the ferry and take our
first steps on Saint Honorat Island, I’m immediately taken in by the lush
green foliage and woodland setting. It’s peaceful—quiet. For sixteen
centuries, Saint Honorat Island has been home to the monks of Lerins
Abbey who live the monastic life, respecting the rule of St. Benedict
based on prayer and work. Today, there are 30 Cistercian monks who
inhabit the land and work in the eight-hectre vineyard, creating wine in
the way their ancestors before them had done. We stroll through the
medieval fortified monastery, the centuries old stone chapels and spot
the insular wildlife and flora all around us, before drinking the fruit of
these monks’ labour in a private wine tasting. Saint Honorat’s beautiful
backdrop is one of serenity.
From there, you can see Saint Marguerite Island, which is the larger of the two in this archipelago. It’s made famous by the historic
Fort Royal, where the mysterious “Man in the Iron Mask” was held
for 11 years. It’s a popular spot for tours and team-building since
Saint Marguerite is not held to the same standard of quiet as Saint
Honorat.
WORKING TOGETHER
Before we departed Saint Honorat Island, we ate at La Tonnelle,
a lovely open-air restaurant and began what would occupy us for
the next three hours…a criminal investigation of a fictional murder
in the film industry. We were broken up into teams, solved puzzles,
visited crime scenes, looked for clues, dusted for fingerprints, collected “blood” and the murder weapon, read witness testimony and
travelled from location to location on foot, bringing our evidence
to a makeshift lab and eventually cracking the code to a safe which
contained our final clues.
It was an exhilarating experience for the group as we felt like
real-life investigators, all the while helping us to foster relationships
with those on our teams, as we had to work together and come
to a consensus before we could move on. And naturally, it ignited
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your “diamond” was real or fake. It was a great conversation starter
and had the group chatting immediately. We celebrated as one
planner discovered she had an actual diamond in her champagne
flute. Musicians played on the terrace, we dined on hors d’oeuvres
and champagne all beneath the glow of the iconic “Martinez” sign.
But that wouldn’t be the only thing to light up the sky that night.
Instead, we were treated to our own private fireworks display over
the Bay of Cannes. I’ve never felt more glamourous.

our competitive spirit (as most games do) as we rallied together
to solve the mystery. In addition, this type of activity allowed trip
organizers to inject some physical activity, mental stimulation and
additional sites into our itineraries in a creative way. At the end of
the afternoon, each team submitted their best guess for the suspects and motive of the crime—the answers to be revealed later
that evening.
On our final night in Cannes, we drove up a narrow driveway
to a private villa—Villa Saint Georges. We walked a red carpet,
into a stunning home turned event space with gorgeous views of
Cannes. Inside, we were invited to create our own unique scent at
a perfume-making station; get together with others for a French
film star photo shoot; and assemble and sample our own delicious
goat-cheese appetizers.
I had the chance to speak with the owner of the home, who told
me she had gotten into this business after Brad Pitt’s people asked
to rent her home for a party during the festival. Excited by the idea
to brush elbows with American film stars, she agreed, and has made
the villa available for events ever since.
After cocktails, we moved downstairs for a gala dinner and
awards presentation, where the top three teams from the day’s
crime scene investigation challenge were celebrated, how else, but
with champagne of course.
Before we left Cannes, I wondered what else was left to discover
—skiing in the Alpes Maritimes, the lavender fields of Avignon, and
Antibes, whose beauty has been captured by Picasso and Monet.
There are many jewels in the South of France, and Cannes is just one
of them. But it is, perhaps, the crowning jewel.
— Christine Otsuka is Associate Editor of Meetings + Incentive Travel.
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Exclusive events in
Playa Bavaro
One of the largest and most modern
convention centre of the Dominican Republic
with 13 meeting rooms convertible to 24.
At the Club House, we have in additional
8 new multifunctional meeting rooms
convertibles to 13 for all kinds of events:
cocktails, seminars, conventions
and banquets, with the wide kitchen
service and warehousing facilities.
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2 hotels (one Adult Only)
14 restaurants and 16 bars
18 hole golf course
7 Tennis court and 5 multifunctional
sport courts (football, handball,
basketball, volleyball and paddle
U Spa and swimming pools
Casino and discotheque

1.991 rooms
3.000 maximum pax
20 km | Punta Cana Int’l
190 km | Las Americas Int’l
Bavaro beach
60 km | Higüey
205 km | Santo Domingo
Golf course “The Lakes”
designed by P. B. Dye
PO Box 3177 | + 809 686 5797
Playa Bavaro | Dominican Republic
www.barcelobavarobeachresort.com
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CHANGING

How creativity,
commerce and
culture are colliding
in Canada’s most
cosmopolitan city.

BY LORI SMITH

14-07-04 7:17 PM
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Montreal Canadiens Hall of Fame.
Photo © Club de hockey Canadien / Olivier Samson-Arcand

Palais des congrès de Montréal. Photo © Lionel Humbert

IT WASN’T A USUAL FAM TRIP. This May Tourisme Montreal invited
a group of event industry journalists to attend the third edition
of C2MTL, an annual conference/happening “imagined by” multidisciplinary creative agency Sid Lee, Cirque du Soleil, Microsoft
and Fast Company with major assists from high-powered partners
like Laurentian Bank, Aimia and Bell Media. Yes, there was a site
visit to check out the new meeting space at Le Saint Sulpice Hôtel
in Old Montreal. There was a site-seeing tour with professional city
guide Ruby Roy. And there were excellent dinners out. But these de
rigueur FAM activities were asides to the main purpose of the trip.
What our hosts wanted us to see is how creativity and commerce
come together at C2MTL. What I learned is that the conference and
Montreal share a story

THE CONFERENCE
Sid Lee’s goal in developing C2MTL was to provide the world’s creative and business classes with an event that was inspiring, insightful, innovative, motivational, real world and fast-paced. At a special
press conference arranged for the FAM journalists, Will Travis, president of Sid Lee’s U.S. operations (and celebrity designer Debbie
Travis’s brother), explained that creative leaders need constant
stimuli and want to be offered information and activities of import.
“Often people coast at conferences. It’s a ‘sit back’ rather than a
lean forward,” he said. “This is a ‘sit forward’ conference—a threeday, immersive experience where every element is looked after.”
C2MTL is held at Arsenal, an industrial heritage building converted to a vast contemporary art gallery. The building is located in
Griffintown, an old Montreal neighbourhood currently undergoing
a dramatic revitalization. A cavernous venue, it was transformed
by the show’s designers into a series of spaces, the flow of which
presented ample opportunities for what Travis called “collaboration
happening by coincidence.” The designers were also tasked with
creating an environment where people could relax and open themselves to new ideas and people. As a result, the space, said Travis,
“feels more like a lounge than a hotel basement.”
For C2MTL the property was divided into three defined event
spaces: Hangar Quebec, Forum Microsoft and Plaza Solotech.
Hangar Quebec, the open concept main “hive,” housed a restaurant/bar, the press room, three multipurpose meeting areas,
a showcase of goods from Quebe , a long bank of Keurig coffee
makers (Keurig was a sponsor) that ensured attendees got the
coffee or tea they preferred for free, five small workshop/meeting rooms, Bell Media’s Narrative Space, and Code Souvenir Montréal, a gift shop filled with goods made by Quebec companies and/
or about Montreal. Throughout the designers played with vertical
space. The three multipurpose meeting spaces (DIY Lab, Streaming Lounge and Solutions Lab) were two to four steps up from the
ground floor. The Bistro was also a raised area; attendees standing
at the bar had a 360° view of what was happening around them.
Forum Microsoft was home to the main stage sessions. Here the
roster of speakers included Tony Hsieh of Zappos.com fame; Professor Muhammad Yunus, microcredit pioneer, founder of the Grameen
Bank and Nobel Peace Prize winner; and film-maker James Cameron, who spoke at the event and announced a partnership with
Cirque du Soleil, which will see his film Avatar reinvented. The content was meant to push boundaries and stimulate discussions as
was the way the sessions were presented.
To create a “sit forward” experience, the main stage designers
eschewed podiums. Executives from Microsoft, the event’s leadership
MEETINGSCANADA.COM
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partner, delivered their session introductions in cool, pre-taped videos played on the room’s large screens. Author and strategist Justin
Kingsley led the audience in “collective experiences designed to give
them a taste of Montreal culture” in a new feature called C2 Minutes.
A “story teller” delivered a prologue to each session, weaving a short
narrative about the speaker. And the house band, Plaster, was everpresent to lend musical support when needed.
Once the sessions were over, the 1,500+ audience members
streamed out a rear exit leading to the Plaza Solotech, a relaxing
open-air space with bars, food counters, and sponsored lounges
including Fast Company’s Reading Lounge, a carousel-shaped,
tented structure filled with benches, pillows and, when the weather
turned unseasonably cold, blankets. It was also home to Garage, a
new space located in a converted garage backing on to the Lachine
Canal. An alternative to the main stage, more than 30 speakers “at
the thin edge of the innovation wedge” held court there. Musical
acts and business pitch sessions were also presented in the space.
At the FAM press conference with Will Travis, I asked how C2MTL
impacts brand Montreal and how Montreal impacts brand C2MTL.
He replied that C2 is a great manifestation of what Montreal stands
for. The city, he explained, brings together different cultures, different skill sets and creates an environment that’s rich and nourishes
change—exactly what C2 does. “I meet people in New York who
don’t know about Montreal. It’s like a secret and sometimes I like it
like that because it’s not crushed. C2 is the same. It’s our little secret
of a great place to come, that’s rich in culture and that’s off the grid
for people in America,” he said.
THE CITY
Montreal may be off some New Yorkers’ grids but it’s no secret to
conference planners. In late June, it was named the top international
meeting city in the Americas by the Union of International Associations, beating out heavyweights like New York City and Chicago.
This year it was also recognized by the International Congress and
Convention Association (ICCA) as a top pick of association planners. Its appeal to Americans is obvious: Thanks to its Francophone
heritage, it is a North American city with a very European zeitgeist.
It has great style, restaurants, hotels and unique off-site venues. It’s
different enough to be exciting and not so different it’s intimidating.
And, as C2 proves, it’s cool.
The last few years have seen the development and revitalization of two distinct neighbourhoods: Griffintown, where C2MTL is
located, and Cité du Multimédia. The latter is sandwiched between
Old Montreal and Griffintown. Its redevelopment began in the late
1990s, when the Quebec government launched a real estate project with the goal of creating an area for artists and multimedia and
information technology companies. Today, we are told, 60 per cent
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of the world’s animation is done in Montreal. On the second evening of the FAM, we have dinner at Racines, a small restaurant on
the border of Old Montreal and Cité du Multimédia. It is the kind of
eatery that springs up in a revitalized neighbourhood. Great food,
excellent wine list, casual ambiance, friendly staff—all the elements
demanded by the area’s burgeoning creative class.
The story is much the same in Griffintown. Once an Irish enclave
centered on ship-building, it is now home to artists and a number of
thriving restaurants helmed by young, innovative chefs. (Try Grinder,
one of the city’s newest restaurants. We had an excellent meal there
and it has a private room that can seat 60—80 for cocktails.) It is also
home to Groupe Germain’s third hotel in the city. ALT Hotel Montréal
Griffintown opened March 17th. The 18-floor property has 154 guest
rooms and 4,400 square feet of meeting space. Its unique lobby furniture is designed by Quebec artisans and the lobby wall is decorated
with a mural composed from 1,200 photographs. It’s the area’s first
hotel—a step towards making Griffintown a major tourist hub.
Concurrent to the development of these new neighbourhoods,
the city’s downtown hotel scene has undergone revitalization too.
The iconic, five star/four diamond Loews Hôtel Vogue completed a
$10 million renovation last summer. The equally iconic Ritz-Carlton
Montreal reopened after a $200 million renovation in June 2012. The
Intercontinental® Montreal unveiled its renovated meeting space in
June 2013. The city’s primary convention facility, Palais des congrès,
underwent a technology revamp in 2012, which included upgrades
to its wired and wireless Internet network infrastructures, installation of a signage network with touchscreens, the development of
a mobile-adapted website and the creation of an event-focused
mobile app. And, as we were shown during the FAM, Le Saint Sulpice Hôtel has just added natural-light filled meeting rooms to its
event space.
On the FAM group’s tour of the city, guide Ruby Roy said Montreal
is about five things: hockey, food, cycling (Bixi Bikes started there),
arts (Cirque du Soleil, etc.) and dancing (it’s a tango and flamenco
hotspot). The reference to hockey—the city’s religion—resonated with
me for two reasons. During my visit to C2, the Canadiens were battling
the New York Rangers for a berth in the Stanley Cup finals, a fight that
had the city enthralled. And, in the first main stage presentation at the
conference, the speaker, Noreena Hertz, referenced a remark made
by Wayne Gretsky. Speaking about change, the economist/author/
broadcaster and “leading thinker” cited the Great One’s assertion that
he didn’t need to be where the puck was, he needed to skate to where
the puck was going. When it comes to creativity, commerce and conferences that’s exactly what C2 and Montreal are doing.
— Lori Smith is editor of Meeting + Incentive Travel
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DRINK
RETHINK
Alcohol-free mocktails are having their moment.
BY DON DOULOFF

Took the Pledge Pamplemousse, Cure
Lounge, Nita Lake Lodge

Caprese Cooler, La Pentola della Quercia, OPUS Vancouver

How times have changed. Where attendees once celebrated excessive alcohol
consumption, almost wearing it like a badge of honour, they are increasingly
choosing alcohol-free beverages at meetings and events.
“Many people are into healthy options, or if there is an early start to the program the next day, they might want to take it easy the evening prior,” said Claire
Fitzpatrick, CMP, CMM, of CF Conference & Event Management Services, in Ottawa. On top of that, “offering non-alcoholic options helps in terms of liability,”
she noted.
Sandra Wood, CMP, manager of the Canadian Medical Association’s annual
meeting, agreed that it makes sense to provide alcohol-free options from a liability perspective “because at least you offered a choice to the attendee, so they
assume some responsibility in doing so.” She pointed out that “meeting planners
are mindful that not everyone chooses to drink and some folks need to drive
after an event and should be encouraged to stay with non-alcoholic beverages.
Offering them such demonstrates good hospitality practices.”
“I most definitely offer non-alcoholic options during all of my programs,”
said Jacqueline Acomb, program manager and product buyer at Wynford.
“There are always non-drinkers and pregnant ladies.” Also eschewing alcohol
are diabetics and attendees taking prescription medication or volunteering as
designated drivers.
And while juice, pop and sparkling water are perfectly fine, why not get creative and offer alcohol-free cocktails (or mocktails, as they’re dubbed?).
“I think if you are offering a mocktail, it might need to be a comp/non-ticket
option,” said Fitzpatrick. “A drink ticket is a hot commodity and to use it on an
unknown, non-alcoholic drink might make some people hesitate. You should also
post a list of the drink’s ingredients. Many people have allergies and with an
unknown or unusual drink the bar staff will get asked ‘What’s in this?’ numerous
times. An ingredient list makes life easier for them and the guests.”
So, beyond a virgin Caesar, what mocktails are out there?
Strawberry Lemon Basil Mocktail,
Matisse Restaurant & Bar, Toronto
Marriott Bloor Yorkville
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MangoCran Mocktail, The Martini Club
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Catalano Restaurant & Cicchetti Bar, in the Magnolia Hotel &
Spa, in Victoria, B.C., serves a drink made from freshly squeezed
lemons, a house-made rosemary syrup and soda water.
OPUS Vancouver Hotel’s restaurant, La
Pentola della Quercia, offers a Caprese
Cooler fashioned from house-made
rhubarb syrup, lime juice, fresh basil
and mint leaves and soda.
Alex Floch, bar manager at Trump
International Hotel & Tower Toronto,
created an inventive mocktail made
with Berry Pomegranate juice, African solstice vanilla rooibos tea, lemon juice and simple syrup, garnished with fresh blackberries.
Tea—made with dried hibiscus flowers—
along with green elderflower cordial, mint
leaves and club soda jazzes the virgin mojito
created by Jason Griffin, bartender at RitzCarlton Montreal’s on-site restaurant, Maison
Boulud.
And there’s the mocktail made with pomegranate juice, club soda and fresh-squeezed
lime juice served at Matisse Restaurant & Bar,
in the Toronto Marriott Bloor Yorkville.
Earlier this year, during programs in Tucson, Ariz. and San Antonio, Texas, Acomb offered her groups agua fresca—fruits, cereals,
flowers or seeds blended with sugar and
water. “We did a ton of these during receptions and at private check-ins as the no-booze option,” she said.

Cranberry Mojito, The Martini Club

Hibiscus Fizz, Maison Boulud, Ritz-Carlton Montreal

Attendees looking for alcohol-free wine and beer options can
slake their thirsts any manner of ways.
Loblaws, for instance, offers two President’s Choice dealcoholized beers, Red Brew and Blonde Brew lager; Beck’s
non-alcoholic beer; and Molson Exel 0.5% alcohol beer. On the
“wine” front, the grocery retailer carries President’s Choice
Celebration Sparkling De-alcoholized Rosé, along with St.
Regis alcohol-removed Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon
and Rotkäppchen de-alcoholized sparkling wine.
MADD Virgin Drinks, whose products launched in 2012 to
support Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) financially and
philosophically, offers a bar program for meetings and events.
For a setup fee that starts at $250 (plus the cost of drinks),
MADD Virgin Bar supplies beverages, glassware, iceware and
staff, according to Lou J. Klevinas, meetings and events industry, MADD Virgin Drinks. MADD Virgin Bar serves its red or white
wine in six-ounce pours; its brut champagne-style beverage in
five-ounce pours; and offers eight-ounce cans of its virgin mojitos
and margaritas as well as 16-ounce cans of craft-brewed lager.
Drinks are priced $5 each (with $1 returned to the event
organizer) or $4 each as a service to guests, said Klevinas, who
added that MADD Virgin Bar is available at events in major cities across Canada with the assistance of local DMCs. Ten per
cent of total net sales go to MADD.
For the last 18 months, MADD Virgin Drinks’ products have
been sold in about 100 Sobey’s stores in Ontario (and a few
in Western Canada), 150 Metro stores in Ontario, specialty
grocery stores and in large-format Shoppers Drug Mart stores
with a grocery department, and demand is growing at 20 per
cent annually, said Glenn Broadley, founder and chief operating officer of MADD Virgin Drinks.
According to anecdotal evidence Broadley has collected
from hospitality industry sources in Canada and the U.S.,
25 per cent of people at bars and attending evening events
choose alcohol-free beverages.

Rosemary Lemonade, Catalano Restaurant, Magnolia Hotel

MADD VIRGIN BAR

—Don Douloff is a food and travel writer based in Toronto.
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IW PRODUCT PREVIEW

Great gift and promotional products
from IncentiveWorks’ exhibitors

+GIFTS & GEAR

1. Foxy Originals offers a range of jewelry items that can be custom branded and custom packaged. Shown: bangle created for Benefit
Cosmetics. Prices vary. foxyoriginals.com 2. Silicone smartphone wallets adhere to phones with 3M adhesive. They are available in assorted colours and styles. Price as low as $1.15 per unit. scorepromotions.com 3. Charge devices anywhere with this slim 2200 mAh Power
Station Mobile Power Bank. Price per unit as low as $9.25. brandblvd.ca 4. Zoom™ Power Slim converts a single outlet in to a charger for
multiple devices. Features two outlets and two USB ports. Set up: $61.60. Price starts at $47.08/unit. universallinksinc.com 5. Stick-It
Bluetooth Speaker features a silicone suction cup, and has a built-in microphone for answering incoming calls. Includes full-colour logo,
velvet drawstring pouch and USB cable. $30. scorepromotions.com 6. Two Crazy Ladies is focusing on Canadian-made items. Shown:
Full zip, Canada kangaroo hoody. Price starts at $38. twocrazyladies.com
See more Gifts & Gear @ www.meetingscanada.com and IncentiveWorks 2014, August 19+20, Toronto
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+GIFTS & GEAR
1. The Charlotte cosmetic bag is dual zippered,
fully lined and has clear, water-resistant
compartments for easy access and viewing.
Per unit price as low as $8.50. brandblvd.ca
2. Heart & Soul Heart necklace is handmade
from fine pewter and silver-plated. It can be
customized for event or with a company logo.
MSRP: $30. foxyoriginals.com
3. Wiper erasable semi-gel pens are smudgeproof like a pen but erasable like a pencil.
Set-up: $30.00. Price starts at $1.65 per unit.
universallinksinc.com
4. This double-sided, seeded paper coffee
cup sleeve can be customized with logo
and more. Per unit price start at $1.30.
twocrazyladies.com
5. Tile cufflinks can be customized to reflect a
business or event. MSRP: $40. foxyoriginals.com
6. Designed in Canada, the Projekt Carpaccio
Backpack features military-grade zippers,
shock-absorbing shoulder straps and multiple
compartments. Price starts at $130.
universallinksinc.com
7. Slim, compact power charger has a 2,200
MAH lithium-ion battery and a multi-device
charging cable. scorepromotions.com
8. Pure Canadian-made maple syrup is a
quintessentially Canadian gift. Price starts
at $5.30 per unit. twocrazyladies.com
See more Gifts & Gear @ www.meetingscanada.com
and IncentiveWorks 2014, August 19+20, Toronto
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MPI Toronto Education Conference

7

Quebec Cup

MPI Ottawa Roundtable

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Luke Nixon-Janssen, The Ritz-Carlton Toronto; Tim Whalen, CMP, Fallsview Casino Resort; Trevor Lui, The International
Centre. Photo: Image Commission 2. Kathy McMurray, Marriott Gateway/Fallsview; Kari Bartley, Marriott Gateway/Fallsview; Lisa-Lynn Vas,
Marriott Gateway. Photo: Image Commission 3. Brenda Carter, CMP, CMM, KPMG; Stewart Hall, Rock the Stars. Photo: Image Commission
4. Stephanie Hiltz, M+IT; Marisa Goncalves, Holiday Inn Toronto International Airport, Photo: Image Commission 5. Lee-Anne Leckie, International Centre; Lisa-Lynn Vas, Marriott Gateway. Photo: Image Commission. 6. Murray Dickson, Meridican Incentive Consultants; Betty-Anne
Sherrer, ProPlan Conference Planners; Cori-Ann Canuel, M+IT. 7. Allison Collins, Wall Centre; Stephanie Wolkowycki, AMMI; Lydia Blanchard,
NAV Centre; Samantha Sharkey, Canadian Medical Association.
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BrandUSA

Club Med Event
7

Meetings Industry
Euchre Tournament
LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Chris Thompson, Brand USA; Sana Keller, Brand USA (Canada); Patrice Bell, Brand USA (Canada); Anne Madison, Brand
USA; Alfredo Gonzalez, Brand USA. 2. Brent Carnegie, Canlink; Alanna McQuaid, M+IT; Susan Webb, VoX International. 3. Patrice Bell, Brand
USA (Canada); Christine Giovis, M+IT. 4. Chef Benjamin Ford, Ford’s Filling Station, Los Angeles, CA. 5. Robert Ruttan, Club Med; Rayna
Morrison, AIG Canada; Nathalie Fauteux, Club Med; Jacinda Lowry, Club Med; Carolyne Doyon, Club Med. 6. Felicity Guest, CCR Solutions;
Bill Guest, CCR Solutions; Karen Poncelet. 7. Susan Rock, University of Toronto; Lori Smith, M+IT; Sharon Dayal, Metro Toronto Convention
Centre; Theresa Gatto, Ottawa Tourism.
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Korea Tourism Dinner
CHSME Meeting
Planner Matinee

MPI Ottawa Volunteer
Appreciation Event
LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Randy Snape, Korea Tourism Organization; Serin Lee, Korea Tourism; Jan Zandboer, Select Group Mktg; DJ Kim, Korea Tourism; Yeonhwa Woo, Korea Tourism; Richard Rheindorf, Ovation Korea; Soohyun Park, Korea Tourism. 2. Robert Babcock, AV-Canada, Sandy
Biback, Imagination+ Meeting Planners; Brendan Cullin, The Strathcona Hotel Downtown Toronto. Photo: David Morris Photography 3. Donna
Lau, Novotel Toronto Vaughan Ctr.; Kathy Russell, Butler Girl Services; Sara Pezza, Novotel Toronto Mississauga Ctr. Photo: David Morris Photography 4. Joanna White, The Second City; Erin Peirce, The Second City. Photo: David Morris Photography 5. MPI Ottawa 2014/2015 Board
of Directors: Jennifer Holly, Travel Alberta; David Dugas, D. E. Systems, Marie-Louise Doyle, Pragmatic; Ryan Young, The Banff Centre; Alyssa
Bignell, Courtyard by Marriott; Jennifer McAndrew, Mastermind Events; Diane Dodds, Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons; Darlene Kelly
Stewart, Stonehouse Sales & Marketing. 6. Stephanie Wolkowycki, AMMI; Ashley Craven, Hilton Garden Inn; Nicholaas Sont, CMP, Yes We Plan.
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Board the Belmond Northern Belle and step back
in time to the Golden Age of train travel.
Dress in black tie. Enjoy gourmet meals.
Sip fine wines served by liveried stewards.
Could there be a better way to see
the English countryside?
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PHOTO Matt Hind. Supplied courtesy of Orient-Express Hotels Ltd., www.belmond.com
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2014

6 PM

TILL

MIDNIGHT

Rock ‘N’ Horse Saloon
250 Adelaide Street West
Purchase your ticket for $50 when you register for IncentiveWorks, or
buy a WORKS Education Pass (a ticket is included.)
We’re proud to donate $25 from every ticket sold to charity:water. Let’s work
together to make this the third year in a row we raise enough money to build
a well in our global community.

Casual attire
(modern country encouraged)

HOSTED BY:

ENTERTAINMENT PARTNER:

VENUE PARTNER:

www.meetingscanada.com/incentiveworks
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Send us an RFP*

Receive a

$100

GIFT CARD

Tourism Victoria appreciates how challenging your job is and we treat meeting planners like the stars they are.
Enjoy some star treatment on us because you deserve it!
Send your qualified RFP to Meetings@TourismVictoria.com and receive a $100 gift card of your choice.
*A qualified RFP consists of 50 room nights. For more information and complete regulations, go to www.tourismvictoria.com/StarMeetings
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